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Important Information

"A life spent maJäng mistakes is not onty more honorable but more 
usefuljhan a life spent doing nothing."

-George Bernard Shaw

This Pocument Contains Preliminarv Information

The Information contained here is preliminary in nature and subject to possible errors and 
omissions. Few Zorro ID cards have yet been designed, so some features described here have 
not actually been tested in a System, or in some cases, actuaUy implemented as of this wridng. 
That, of course, is one major reason for having a specification in the first place.

Commodore Technology reserves the right to correct any mistake, error, omission (or 
viscious lie). Corrections will be published as Updates to this document, which will be released 
as necessary. Revisions will be tracked via the revison number that appears on the front cover. 
New revisions will always list the conections up front, and developers will be kept up to date on 
released revisions via the normal CATS channels.

All Information herein is Copyright © 1990,1991,1992 by Commodore-Amiga, Inc., and 
may not be reproduced in any form without permission.
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C hapter 1
INTRODUCTION

"Welcome, my son. Welcome to The Machine"
-Pink Floyd

This document describes the complete Zorro HI bus, first implemented in thc Amiga 
3000 Computer. The Zorro IH bus is a performance 32-bit expansion bus that is also upward 
compatible with the Zorro II bus (Amiga 2000 expansion bus). The main intent of the Zorro m  
bus is to allow fast 32-bit peripherals and memory devices to be added to a high performance 
Amiga, such as the Amiga 3000, while at the same time allowing Standard Zorro II devices to be 
used wherever they make sense in such a System. This compatibility also insuxes that the Amiga 
3000 will have a number of hardware and Software compatible expansion devices available upon 
introduction, and that Amiga 2000 owners will be able to take their expansion card investment 
along with them should they migrate to a higher performance Amiga.

1.1 Intended Audience

This document was written primarily for hardware enginecrs interested in designing Plug 
In Cards (PICs) for the Zorro HI expansion bus. While it may occasionally be of use to Software 
engineers interfacing to such Zorro HI PICs, Amiga System Software provides an interface layer 
(expansion.library in the Amiga OS) which manages the needs of most card-levcl Software. A 
reasonable level of microcomputer knowledge is prerequisite to get much meaning out of these 
pages. A good understanding of the Motorola 680x0 processors will be quite useful, as will be 
an understanding of the Zorro II expansion bus used on earlier Amiga Computers such as the 
Amiga 2000.
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12  Bug Reports

This is the second major publication of the Zorro III Bus Specification. While every 
effort has becn made to keep it as accurate as possible, there is certainly the possibility that some 
errors have made it into this document. Anyone finding any error is encouraged to contact 
Commodore at the address below:

Dave Haynie/Amiga Systems Engineering
1200 Wilson Drive
West Chester, PA 19380

Bugs can also be reported on BIX or via Usenet; on BIX, use the "amiga.com/hardware" 
Conference, or contact Dave Haynie directly as "hazy"; for Usenet users, bug reports can be sent 
to the address " {uunet^utgers} !cbmvax!bugs" (use "cbmvax.cbm.commodore.com" if you like 
domain names); please also copy any such reports to " {uuneuntgers} !cbmvax!daveh".

1J  Amiga Bus History

The original Amiga Computer, the Amiga 1000, was introduced in 1985. While it had no 
built-in Standard for expandability, the capability for some form of expansion was considered 
extremely important; personal Computer history up to that date had shown several times that an 
open hardware expansion capability was often critical to a personal Computer’ s success and to its 
capability to adapt to new or unusual applicadons. The A l000 was designed with a connector 
giving access to the internal 68000 bus and a few other System Signals. Shortly after 
introduction, the formal expansion specification for a card chassis that would connect to the 
A l000 was published. This bus became commonly known as the Zorro bus . While the 
backplane specification was very easy to implement with 1985 PAL technology based on the 
existing 68000 Signals, the specification did incorporate a number of advanced features. Far 
more sophisdcated than the IBM-XT/AT and Apple II buses in common use at the time, the 
Zorro bus allowed any slot to master the bus, and it linked expansion cards with the System 
Software. Addiessing jumpers were eliminated, the card’s address instead being assigned by 
Software, and cards could easily be idendfied by Software and linked with appropriate driver 
programs, all with a minim um of user intervention.

With the introducdon of the Amiga 2000 System, the Zoiro bus was changed slighdy. 
Additional disciete intemipt lines were added, replacing the encoded lines that couldn’t easily be 
used by any bus resident de vice. As it tums out, these additional encoded lines weren’t any more 
useful, as they couldn’t be disabled by Software, and as such, they’re no longer considered an 
official part of the Zorro II bus specification (they are supported as part of Zorro DI). Finally, 
the form factor was changed to match that of the IBM PC-AT card, acting as both a cost 
reduction and allowing the Zorro II bus to offer the PC-AT bus as one optional secondary bus 
extension. This modified specification became commonly known as the Zorro II bus, and it’s the
* The original "Zorro“ name cornea frorn (he Code oame of ooe of the A l000 prototype boaida. The "Zorro’ board waa (he ooe th* foQowed the 
"Lorraine", aod was the board in the works when much of the expansion spedfications wem workcd up. Smoe everyooc oses the "Zocro" name, 
and no ooe's suggeoed a betxer name, I stick with it throughoot this document.
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Amiga bus Standard thax’s bccn in use for most of the Amiga’s life. And it’s a bus Standard that 
will condnue to be important

1.4 The Zorro m  Rationale

With the creation of the Amiga 3000, it became clear that the Zorro II bus would not be 
adequate to Support all of that system’s needs. The Zorro II bus would continue to be quite useful, 
as the current Amiga expansion Standard, and so it would have to be supported. A few unused 
pins on the Zorro II bus and the Option of a bus Controller custom LSI, gave rise to the Zorro m  
design, which Supports the following features:

• Compatibility with all Zorro II devices.
• Full 32-bit address path for new devices.
• Full 32-bit data path for new devices.
• Bus speed  independen t of host System CPU speed.
• High speed bus block transfer mode.
• Bus locking for multiprocessor support.
• Cache disable for simple Cache support
• Fair arbitration for all bus masters.
• Cycle by cycle bus abitration mode.
• High speed interrupt mode.

Some of the advanced features, such as burst modes, are designed in such a way as to make them 
optional; both master and slave arbitrate for them. In addition, it is possible with a bit of extra 
clevemess, to design a card that automatically configures itself for either Zorro II or Zorro m  
Operation, depending on the Status of a sensing pin on the bus.

The Zorro Dl bus is physically based on the same 100-pin single piece connector as the 
Zorro D bus. While some bus Signals remain unchanged throughout bus Operation, other signals 
change based on the specific bus mode in effect at any time. The bus is geographically mapped 
into three main sections, Zorro II Memory Space, Zorro II HO Space, and Zorro III Space. The 
memory map in Figure 1-1 shows how these three spaces are mapped in the A3000 and A4000 
Systems. The Zorro D space is limited to a 16 megabyte region, and since it has DMA access by 
convention to chip memory, it is in the original 68000 memory map for any bus implementation. 
The Zorro DI space can physically be anywhere in 32-bit memory.

The Zorro m  bus functions in one of two different major modes, depending on the 
memory address on the bus. All bus cycles Start with a 32-bit address, since the full 32-bit 
address is required for proper cycle typing. If the address is determined to be in Zorro II space, a 
Zorro D compatible cycle is initiated, and all responding slave devices are expected to be Zorro II 
compatible 16-bit PICs. Should a Zorro ID address be detected, the cycle completes when a 
Zorro ID slave responds or the bus times out, as driven by the motherboaid logic. It is very 
important that no Zorro DI de vice respond in Zorro DI mode to a Zorro II bus access; as the 
following chapters will reveal, the two types of cycles make very different use of many of the 
expansion bus lines, and serious buffer contention can result if the cycle types are somehow
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mixed up. The Zorn) EQ bus of course started with the Zorro II bus as its necessary base, but the 
Zorro m  bus mcchanisms wert designed as much as possible to solve specific needs for high end 
Amiga Systems, rather than extend any particular Zorro II philosophy when that philosophy no 
longer made any sense. There are actually several variations of the basic Zorro m  cycie, though 
they all work on the same principles. The variations are for optimization of cycie times and for 
Service of interrupt vectors. But all of this in due time.

Figure 1-1: A3000IA4000 Memory Map
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1.5 Document Revision History

While there’s significantly more real Zorro m  haidware actually in existence at the time 
of this writing than when the first revision of this document was created, various Zorro HI issues 
are still, from time to time, changing. In Order to document these changes, this section was 
created. Although revision histories often discuss revisions in reverse chronological Order, it’s 
done here in chronological Order to keep the subsection numbers consistent between revisions of 
this document
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1-5.1 Changes for Rev 0.90

The major changes in Rev 0.90 are actually additions. Specifically, the remaining parts 
of the Zorro IQ Timing (Chapter 5) and Mechanical (Chapter 7) specifications have been 
incorporated into this document. Additionally, the Zorro HI design example in Appendix A.4 
has been deleted. This simple and somewhat kludgy example has been surplanted by a more 
useful, straightforward, and throughly explained example, available as the separate document 
BIGRAM 8132: A Complete Zorro III Design Example. In general, we expect both documents to 
be distributed together, but as always, CATS can assist in the procurement of any missing 
information.

1-5.2 Changes for Rev 0.91

In the Introduction (Chapter 1), the official revision history has been added as a Standard 
part of this document The Zorro HI Bus Architecture (Chaper 3), section 3.5, has been changed 
to reflect the revised Quick Interrupt vector allocaüon mehanism. In the Timing specificadon 
(Chapter 5), corrections have been made: timing parameter 6 was left out of the section 5.3 
timing, and timing parameter 19 was incorrectiy specificed in section 5.4. In the 
AUTOCONFIG® specification (Chapter 8), corrections have been made to the addressing tables 
for registers 44 and 48. Also the Quick Interrupt Enable bit (register 08:4) and Vector Register 
(register 50) have been deleted frora the specification. Quick Interrupt Vector allocation is now 
handled via an Exec call, a single configuration unit can have several vectors, and the means of 
storage on a PIC is up to the designer.

1.5.3 Changes for Rev 1.00

In the AUTOCONFIG® specification (Chapter 8), bit 4 of register 08 has been changed to 
always read 1 for Zorro DI PICs. This change was necessary for compatibility with 1.3, due to a 
bug in the 1.3 expansion.library. Also, the nybble write configuration mode for the Zorro DI 
configuration block has been eliminated, only byte and word writes are now supported.

1.5.4 Changes for Rev 1.01

The AUTOCONFIG® specification change listed in 1.5.3 was missing from Chapter 8 in 
Rev 1.00 of the spec, now it’s actually there. Additionally, some clarification on the proper 
action of slave cards and bus error conditions has been added to Chapter 4.

1-5.5 Changes for 1.10

The /INTi, /INT4, /ENTj, and /INT7 lines have been eliminated from die Zorro HI bus 
specification. Although the A3000 hardware supports these, some AmigaOS Software 
conventions makes their use impossible under the AmigaOS. These lines are now considered 
reserved and are not present at all in the A4000. Also, in section 3.5, the vector poll command 
code was given as 16, where it’s actually 15; this has been corrected.
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1.5.6 Changes for Rev 1.11

Revision 1.11 of this document includes new infonnation about the A4000 and has 
additional chapters on the Local Bus (Coprocessor) connector and the Video connectors present 
in all A4000 and A3000 Computers.
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C hapter 2
ZORRO IICOMPATIB DLITY

"In Jersey anytJung’s legal, as long as ya don’t get caught."
- Traveling Wilburys

The Zorro HI bus is a rather extensive superset of the Zorro II bus design. The 
compatibility is based on distinct bus modes, rather than a simple extension to the existing bus 
mechanisms. Through the use of an integrated bus Controller (the Fat Buster Chip), the expansion 
bus configures itself differently for the 16-bit A2000-compatible Zorro II modes than the 32-bit 
Zorro III modes.

As a result, while there are still only 100 pins on the expansion bus, some pins change 
function considerably depcnding on the bus activity that’s currendy in progress. While the Zorro 
H modes of the Zorro m  bus are as compatible as possible with the Zorro n  bus specification 
(especially the A2000 implementation of this specification), there are some small differences 
between the two expansion buses.

Aside from these differences, in general, it’s important to understand the Zorro H bus in 
Order to understand the Zorro DI bus. The general features of Zorro m , like autoconfiguradon, 
the master-slave bus architecture, and the physical attributes come from the Zorro n  expansion 
bus. Other features of the Zorro m  bus address shortcomings of the Zorro H architecture, but 
Zorro n  has a hand in how some of these shortcomings are solved under Zorro m . Those with a 
full understanding of the Zorro n  bus will mainly be concemed with the possible bus 
incompadbilides listed here.

2.1 Changes From The A2000 (Zorro II) Bus

While much effort has been made to assure that the Zorro H mode of the Zorro m  bus is 
as compadble as possible with the A2000, there are a few points to consider here. Primarily, the 
Zorro H modes of the Zorro m  bus are driven with a state machine that emulates the 68000 bus
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protocol. This emulation must be based on the published Motorola spccifications dctailing 
68000 bus behavior. While this has the interesüng effect of changing the Zorro II bus from 
CPU-dependent to CPU-independent, therc’s some margin for error. Zorro II PICs also designed 
to these specificadons should have no trouble in the A3000 bus in most cases. However, 
anything designed based on observed 68000 behavior rather than documented 68000 Operation is 
at serious risk of failing in an A3000 or A4000, as one might expect There are also actual 
documented differences, which are listed below.

2.1.16800 Bus Interface

A major differcnce between the Zorro II mode of Zorro HI and the ‘real’ Zorro II bus are 
the absence of the Signals /VPA and /VMA, which comprise the 6800/6502 peripheral Support 
mechanism that’s p^rt of the 68000 bus interface. This mechanism was never a supported part of 
the Zorro II specification, however, and it should not be used by any PIC. Any Zorro IIPIC that 
depends on /VPA or /VMA will not work in the A3000 bus. It was, in fact, impossible to legally 
use this on the A2000 bus. The E clock is, however, supported on the Zorro ID bus, though its 
duty cycle may vary in some situations.

2.1.2 Bus Memory Mapping and Cache Support

Another change to the Zorro II implementation is that the bus mapping logic works a 
little differently. Zorro II address space is broken up into memory and I/O address space. 
Memory space is the Standard 8 megabyte space from $00200000-S009FFFFF. The I/O address 
space is mapped at $00E80000-$00EFFFFF, and a new 1.5 megabyte section (previously 
reserved for motherboard devices) from $OOAOOOOO-$OOB7FFFF. Zorro II cycles are not 
generated for non-Zorro II address space, even for 68000 space resources on the local bus. So, 
for example, a CPU access to chip memory would be visible to a Zorro II PIC in an A2000 
backplane, but invisible to that same PIC in an A3000 backplane. Since this extra Information 
on the Zorro II backplane can’t be legally used by any PIC anyway, it should not be used by any 
existing A2000 PICs.

The reason for the two distinct mapping regions is for cache Support of Zorro II PICs. 
All access by the local bus* master to Zorro II memory space results in the local bus cache enable 
Signal being driven and a full port read (eg, both bytes) regaidless of the actual data tränsfer size 
being requested. A local bus access to Zorro II I/O space results in the local bus cache disable 
signal being driven and the data strobes for reads indicating the requested transfer size. This 
cache mapping mechanism was first implemented in the A2630 coprocessor card, so it’s not an 
entirely new concept

The local bus, mothexboard bus, and CPU bus are the tarne thisg; the 680x0 bot cnnnnrtod directly to the CPU in an Amiga
Computer. Current Amiga Computers typicaüy sqppost three distinct busea; the expenska bus, local bus, and chip bus. From the point oi  view oi  
the expansiou bus, the local and chip buses appear as a unified device which may be master or slave to the expanaion bua.
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2.1.3 Bus Synchronization Delays

Due to the asynchronous nature of the local-to-cxpansion bus inteiface for Zorro II 
cycles, extra wait States may occasionally be added for local to expansion or expansion to local 
cycles. These are generally manifested as delays between consecutive cycles, since the bus 
Controller is not going to require extra waiting during the cycle — things will have already been 
synchronized at that point. The synchronization problems get more difficult for Zorro II master 
access to local bus slaves, and as a result, wait States here are very common. The actual number 
of wait States generated in any case will be based on the particular implementation.

2.1.4 Zorro II Master Access to Local Slaves

The only supported local bus resource that’s guaranteed accessible to a Zono II 
expansion bus master as a slave device is Chip bus memory. All I/O devices are implementation 
dependent and not supportable via DMA. Any attempted access to unsupported local bus 
resources as expansion slaves will result in an error condition being signalled on both the local 
and the expansion buses. Most other local bus resources, such as local bus fast memory, are 
located outside of Zorro II space on most Systems and obviously not available to Zorro II 
masters.

2.1.5 Bus Arbitration and Fairness

The Zorro II bus is now arbitrated fairly. The normal slot-based Order of precedence is 
given to requesting devices, just as in the A2000 implementation. As always, once a bus master 
assumes bus mastenhip, it has the bus for as long as it wants the bus (of course, trouble can 
result if a device takes the bus over for too long). Once a master gives up the bus, it will not be 
granted it back until all subsequent requests have been serviced. Bus arbitration at its best will 
be slightly slower than in the A2000 implementation, due to the faimess logic, but it is 
impossible to jam the arbiter with asynchronous bus requests as in the A2000. The new style 
arbiter also holds off bus grants while hidden local bus cycles are in progress, so there’s no 
guarantee of a minim um time between bus request and bus grant specified.

2.1.6 Intelligent Cycle Spadng

In order to permit a free intennix of Zorro II and Zorro UI cycles, the bus control logic is 
capable of making intelligent decisions when spacing bus cycles. In somc cases, a Zorro II cycle 
has some component that would naturally extend into a following cycle. The cycle spadng logic 
detects such a condition, and refuses to Start a new cycle until the current one is complete, even if 
this extends beyond the defined bounds of a Zorro II cycle. For Zorro II PICs that really follow 
the Zorro II specifications, this should have no effect However, any Zorro II PIC that holds 
Signals much beyond the end of a cycle, espedally critical Signals like /SLAVE and /DTACK, 
will likely incur additional wait States on the Zorro m  bus. This is not intended as a license for 
making sloppy expansion card designs, just an acknowledgement that somc Zorro II devices may 
cause a conflict with the faster Zorro m  bus timings, and the best thing to do about such cases is 
to make them work, even with a possible performance penalty.
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2.1.7 Bus Drive and Termination

Finally, the Zorro m  bus uses different bus termination than that in the A2000. The 
Zorro II specification didn’t specify the termination expected; backplanes weie built that didn’t 
even have termination. The A2000 bus used a Circuit consisting of a capacitor in series with a 
resistor to ground for most of the bus Signals. This has good reflection cancelling properties 
without increasing crosstalk (a major concem on the 2-layer A2000 motherboaid), but it does 
slow things down measureably. The main reason for the change on the A3000 backplane is to 
Support the faster Zorro IH bus modes. The multi-layer A3000 motherboaid peimits a

LS ar ALS 
Driver

ft) A2000 Bus Tenniamdo«

Figure 2-1:

0.0t|xF

IRQ

A2000 vs. A3000/A4000 Bus Termination

reasonably high current bus without undue crosstalk. The thevenin termination makes switching 
logic levels Start from a midpoint instead of a rail, especially for a bus coming out of tri-state 
(which, based on the Zorro m  design, happens constantly). This should not cause problems with 
Zorro II cards, but it’s conceivable that some cards may need to be adjusted to woik in this bus 
(the Zorro m  bus requires somewhat higher current capability than the Zorro II bus does. The 
A3000 and A4000 do not support enough slots for loading to be a likely problem, but future 
Zorro m  backplanes will have more slots and make this an important consideration).

2.1.8 DMA Latency and Overlap

Zorro n  bus masteis in a Zorro m  backplane will, in many cases, receive a bus grant 
much sooner than they would in a Standard Zorro II backplane. Additionally, in some cases, 
expansion bus cycles will overlap local bus cycles. The latency incurred on the Zoiro II bus 
during heavy custom chip activity has been greatly reduced for any Zorro m  bus master. This 
should be transparent to the card in question, though it’s a good thing to be aware of.

2.1.9 Power Supply Differences

The Zorro II bus is defined as supplying +5VDC @ 2 Amps to each slot, with one slot 
per backplane supplying 5.0VDC <2> 4.0 Amps. The Zorro El bus only provides the 5.0VDC @ 
2.0 Amps for each slot
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2.2 Bus Architecture

The Zoiro II bus is a simple extention of the 68000 processor bus. Those without a good 
knowledge of the 68000 local bus will find The 68000 Usefs Manual from Motorola an 
excellent reference for many Zorro II issues. The A500/A2000 Technical Reference Manual 
from Commodore-Amiga is also required reading for any Zorro II design issues, as it includes a 
complete description of all the Commodore-Amiga details that aren’t part of the 68000 
specification.

The basic Zorro II bus is a buffered Version of the 68000 processor bus, physically 
provided on a 100-pin one-piece connector. The bus is 16 bits wide, and provides 24 bits of 
addressing information. A bus cycle looks exactly like a 68000 bus cycle. The cycle is defined 
by an address strobe, terminated by a data transfer strobe, and qualified by a read/write Strobe, 
some memory space qualifiers, and one or two byte selection strobes. The basic bus cycle runs 
for a total of four cycles of a 7.16 MHz clock, though it can be extended to add wait States when 
required.

The Zorro II bus adds a number of features to the basic 68000 CPU bus. It supplies 
some Amiga System Signals that are useful for expansion card designs, such as many of the 
Amiga System clocks. The bus provides a default data transfer Signal, which expansion cards 
can easily use and modify rather than go to the trouble of cxeating their own. It provides a 
number of disciete interrupt lines which are mixed to provide the 68000 with its Standard 
encoded interrupts. The 68000 bus arbitration protocol is used to allow multiple bus masters; 
arbitrarion of the bus requests are managed by the Zorro II bus Controller to avoid contenrion 
between multiple masters. And of course the bus supplies a number of supply voltages for 
powering cards.

A powerful aspect o f the Zorro II bus is its Convention for automarically configuring 
expansion cards, AUTO CONFIG®. On System powerup, the System Software interrogates each 
board to determine what kind of board is installed and how much memory space it needs on the 
bus. The Software then teils each board where to reside in memory. The bus provides hardware 
lines to allow the boards to be configured in a daisy chained fashion regardless o f which slots 
they occupy and to prevent damage to boards if accidently configured to reside at the same 
memory locarion. Firmware Standards also permit Software to autoboot or autoinirialize any 
board, to match soft-loaded de vice drivers with individual boards, and to link memory boards 
into the appropriate System memory lists.

23  Signal Description

The Zorro II bus can be broken down into various logical signal groups. Some of diese 
groups are unchanged in the Zorro m  bus modes, others are drasrically different This secrion 
makes note of the original Zorro II name for each signal and the current Zorro m  physical pin 
name for each signal, where different. Some of this information will be repeated in die Zorro ID 
chapters, where appropriate; nothing in this chapter is considered critical to understanding the 
Zorro III bus, but it is useful. As previously menrioned, the A2000 bus Signals unsupported by
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the Zorro n  specification have been deleted from both the Zorro IQ speciücation and its 
implementation in the A3000 and A4000; this section will, however, document those Signals for 
reference purposes. Please see Chapter 9 for a complete list with pin numbers of the various 
logical Signals that appear on the physical bus during the different phases of the Zonro Q and 
Zorro m  bus cycles.

2-3.1 Power Connections

The Zorro QI expansion bus provides several different voltages designed to supply 
expansion devices. There are no changes here that affect Zorro Q cards.

Digital Ground (Ground)
This is the digital supply ground used by all expansion cards as the retum path for all 
expansion supplies.

Main Supply (+5VDC)
This is the main power supply for all expansion cards, and it is capable of sourcing large 
cuirents; each expansion slot can draw up to 2.0 Amps @ +5VDC. The extra power for 
one card in any backplane drawing up to 4.0 Amps @ +5VDC is no longer supported.

Negative Supply (-5VDC)
This is a negative Version of the main supply, for small current loads only. There is no 
maximum load specified for the Zorro Q bus on a per-slot basis; the A2000 
implementation specifies 0.3 Amps @ -5VDC for the entire System.

High Voltage Supply (+12VDC)
This is a higher voltage supply, useful for Communications cards and other devices 
requiring greater than digital voltage levels. This is intended for relatively small current 
loads only. There is no maximum load specified for the Zorro Q bus on a per-slot basis; 
the A2000 implementation specifies 8.0 Amps @ +12VDC for the entire System, most of 
which is normally devoted to floppy and hard disk drive motors, not slots.

Negative High Supply (-12VDQ
Negative Version of the high voltage supply, also commonly used in Communications 
applications, and similarly intended for small loads only. There is no maximum load 
specified for the Zorro Q bus on a per-slot basis; the A2000 implementation specifies 0.3 
Amps @ -12VDC for the entire.

23.2 Clock Signals

The Zorro QI expansion bus provides clock Signals for expansion boards. These clocks 
are for synchronous Zorro Q designs and for other synchronous activity such as bus arbitration. 
While originally based on Amiga local bus clocks, these have no guaranteed rclationship to any 
local bus activity in newer Amiga Computers, but are maintained in Amiga Computers as part of 
the expansion bus specifiation. The relationship between these clocks is illustiated in Figure 2-2.
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/CI Clock
This is a 3.58 MHz clock (3.55 MHz on PAL Systems) that’s synched to the falling edge 
o f the 7M System clock.

/C3 Clock
This is a 3.58 MHz clock (3.55 MHz on PAL Systems) that’s synched to the rising edge 
of the 7M System clock.

CDAC Clock
This is a 7.16 MHz System clock (7.09 MHz on PAL Systems) which trails the 7M clock 
by 90* (approximately 35ns).

** rT -4- LJ- L ~L
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Figure 2-2: Expansion Bus Clocks

E Clock
This is the 68000 generated "E" clock, used for 6800 family peripherals driven by "E" 
and 6502 peripherals driven by d>2. This clock is four 7M clocks high, six clocks low, as 
per the 68000 spec. Note that the bus does not support the rest of the 68000*s 6800/6502 
compatible interface; there may be better ways to clock such devices.

7M Qock
This is the 7.16 MHz system clock (7.09 MHz on PAL Systems). This clock forms the 
basis for all Zorro 13/68000 compatible activity, and for various other system fimetions, 
such as bus arbitration.

2J.3  System Control Signals

The Signals in this group are available for various types of system control; most of these 
have an immediate or near immediate effect on expansion cards and/or the system CPU itself.

Bus Error (/BERR)
This is a general indicator of a bus fault condition. Any expansion card capable of 
detecting a hardware error relating directly to that card can assert /BERR when that bus 
error condition is detected, especially any sort of harmful hardware error condition. This
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Signal is the strengest possible indicator of a bad Situation, as it causes all PICs to get off 
the bus, and will usually generate a level 2 exception on the host CPU. For any condidon 
that can be handled in Software and doesn’t pose an immediate threat to hardware, 
nodfication via a Standard processor intemipt is the better choice. The bus Controller 
will drive /BERR in the event o f a detected bus collision or DMA error (an attempt by a 
bus master to access local bus resources it doesn’t have valid access permission for).

All cards must monitor /BERR and be prepaied to tri-state all of their on-bus output 
buffers whenever this Signal is asserted. The current bus master should, if possible, retry 
the bus cycle after /BERR is negated unless conditions warrant otherwise. Since any 
number of devices may assert /BERR, and all bus cards must monitor it, any de vice that 
drives /BERR must drive with an open collector or similar device capable of sinking at 
least 12ma, and any device that monitors /BERR should place a minimal load on it (1 
"F" type load or less). This Signal is pulled high by a passive backplane rcsistor.

System Reset (/RST, /BUSRST) = (/RESET, /IORST) for Zorro HI
The bus supplies two versions o f the System reset Signal. The /RST Signal is bidirectional 
and unbuffered, allowing an expansion card to hard reset the System. It should only be 
used by boards that need this reset capability, and is driven only by an open collector or 
similar device. The /BUSRST Signal is a buffered output-only Version of the reset Signal 
that should be used as the normal reset input to boards not concemed with resetdng the 
System on their own. All expansion devices are required to reset their autoconfiguration 
logic when /BUSRST is asserted. This signal is pulled high by a passive backplane 
resistor.

System Halt (/HLT)
This signal is similar to the 68000 processor halt signal, and is driven by a PIC with an 
open-collector or similar gate only. Its main use is to indicate a full-system reset Based 
on the 68000 conventions, an I/O-only reset such as initiated by the 680x0 RESET 
instruction, will drive only /RST and /BUSRST on the bus. A full-system reset such as a 
powerup reset or a keyboard reset drives /HLT low as well. PICs that wish to reset the 
System CPU as well as the bus and I/O devices drive /RST and /HLT, some bus devices 
such as processor cards may internally reset only on full-system resets. This signal is 
pulled high by a passive backplane resistor.

System Interrupts
Six of the decoded, level sensitive 680x0 interrupt inputs were originally available on the 
expansion bus, and these are labelled as /INT2, /TNT6, /EINTi, /EINT4, /EINTs, /EINT7 on 
the Zorro II bus. Only the /INT2 and /INTö intemipt inputs are actually supported by 
Commodore-Amiga as part of the Zorro II specification; the A2000 hardware did not 
provide the to Software the required Support mechanisms for the safe use of these lines. 
Each of these intemipt lines are shared by wired ORing, thus each line must be driven by 
an open-collector or equivalent output type, and all are pulled high by passive backplane 
resistors.
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2.3.4 Slot Control Signals

This group of Signals is responsible for the control of things that happen between 
expansion slots.

Slave (/SLAVEn)
Each slot has its own /SLAVE output, driven actively, all of which go into the collision 
detect circuitry. The V ' refers to the expansion slot number of the particular /SLAVE 
Signal. Whenever a Zorro IIPIC is responding to an address on the bus, it must assert its 
/SLAVE output within 35ns of /AS asserted. The /SLAVE output must be negated at the 
end of a cycle within 50ns of /AS negated. Late /SLAVE assertion on a Zorro II bus can 
result in loss of data Setup times and other problems. A late /SLAVE negation for Zorro 
II cards can cause a collision to be detected on the following cycle. While the Zorro HI 
sloppy cycle logic eliminates this fatal condition, late /SLAVE negation can nonetheless 
slow System performance unnecessarily. If more than one /SLAVE output occurs for the 
same address, or if a PIC asserts its /SLAVE output for an address reserved by the local 
bus, a collision is registered and results in /BERR being asserted.

Configuration Chain (/CFGINn, /CFGOUTn)
The slot configuration mechanism uses the bus Signals /CFGOUTn and /CFGINn, where 
"n" refers to the expansion slot number. Each slot has its own Version of each, which 
make up the configuration chain between slots. Each subsequent/CFGIN is a result of all 
previous /CFGOUTs, going from slot 0 to the last slot on the expansion bus. Düring the 
AUTOCONFIG® process, an unconfigured Zorro PIC responds to the 64K address space 
starting at $(X)E80000 if its /CFGIN Signal is asserted. All unconfigured PICs Start up 
with /CFGOUT negated. When configured, or told to "shut up", a PIC will assert its 
/CFGOUT, which results in the /CFGIN of the next slot being asserted. The backplane 
passes on the state of the previous /CFGOUT to the next /CFGIN for any slot not 
occupied by a PIC, so there’s no need to sequentially populate the expansion bus slots.

Data Output Enable (DOE)
This signal is used by an expansion card to enable the buffers on the data bus. The main 
Zorro II use of this line is to keep PICs from driving data on the bus until any other 
device is completely off the bus and the bus buffers are pointing in the conrect direction. 
This prevents any contention on the data bus.

2-3.5 DMA Control Signals

There are various Signals on the expansion bus that coordinate the arbitration of bus 
masters. Native Zorro m  bus masters use some of the same logical Signals, but their arbitration 
protocol is considerably different

PIC is DMA Owner (/OWN)
This signal is asserted by an expansion bus DMA device when it becomes bus master. 
This output is to be treated as a wired-OR output between all expansion slots, any of
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which may have a PIC signalling bus mastership. Thus, this should be driven with an 
opcn-collcctor or similar output by any PIC using it. This Signal is the main basis for 
data direction calculations between the local and expansion busses, and is pulled up by a 
backplane resistor.

Slot Specific Bus Arbitration (/BRn, /BGn)
These are the slot-specific /BRn and /BGn signals, where "n" refers to the expansion slot 
number. The bus request from each board is taken in by the bus Controller and ultimately 
used to take over the System from 680x0 on the local bus. The bus Controller eventually 
retums one bus grant to the winner among all requesting PICs. From the point of view of

/BGACK

Figure 2-3: Zorro II Bus Arbitration
the individual PIC, the protocol is very similar to that of the 68000 arbitration 
mechanism. The PIC asserts /BRn on the rising edge of 7M; some time later, /BGn is 
retumed on the falling edge of 7M. The PIC waits for all bus activity to finish, asserts 
/OWN followed by /BGACK, then negates /BRn, assuming bus mastership. It retains 
mastership until it negates /BGACK followed by /OWN.

Bus Grant Acknowledge (/BGACK)
Any Zorro II PIC that receives a bus grant asserts this Signal as long as it maintains bus 
mastery. This signal may never be asserted until the bus grant has been received, /AS is 
negated, /DTACK is negated, and /BGACK itself is negated, indicating that all other 
potential bus masters have relinquished the bus. This output is driven as a wired-OR 
output, so all PICs must drive it with an open collector or equivalent de vice, and a 
passive pullup is supplied by the backplane.

Bus Want/Clear (/GBG) s  (/BCLR) for Zorro EI
This signal is asserted by the bus Controller to indicate that a PIC wants to master the bus. 
A bus master assumes that the host CPU wants the bus, and that any time wasted as 
master is stealing time from the CPU. To avoid such waste, a master should use cache or 
FTFO to grab slow-coming data, and then transfer it all at once. /BCLR is asserted to 
indicate that additionally, another PIC wants the bus, and the current bus master should 
get off as soon as possible. This signal is equivalent to /GBG on the A2000 bus.
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23.6 Addressing and Control Signals

These Signals are various items used for the addressing of devices in Zorro II mode by the 
local bus and any expansion DMA devices. Most of the sc signals are very much like 68000 
generated bus signals bi-direcnonally buffered to allow any DMA de vice on the bus to drive the 
local bus when such a de vice is the bus master.

Read Enable (READ)
This is the read enable for the bus, which is equivalent to the 68000’s R/W output. 
READ asserted during a bus cycle indicates a read cycle, READ negated indicates a write 
cycle. Note that this signal may become valid in a cycle earlier than a 68000 R/W line 
would, but it remains valid at least as long at the cycle’s end.

Address Bus (A1-A23)
This is logically equivalent to the 68000’s address bus, providing 16 megabytes of 
address space, although much of that space is not assigned to the expansion bus (see the 
memory map in Figure 1-1).

Address Strobe (/AS) s  (/CCS) for Zorro m
This is equivalent to the 68000 /AS, called /CCS, for Compatibility Cycle Strobe, in the 
Zorro m  nomenclature. The falüng edge of this strobe indicates that addresses are valid, 
the READ line is valid, and a Zorro II cycle is starting. The rising edge signals the end 
of a Zorro II bus cycle, signaling the current slave to negate all slave-driven signals as 
quickly as possible. Note that /CCS, like /AS, can stay asserted during a 
read-modify-write access over multiple cycle boundaries. To correctly support such 
cycles, a device must consider both the state of /CCS and the state of the data strobes. 
Many current Zorro II cards don’t correctly support this 680x0 style bus lock.

Data Bus (D0-D15)
This is a buffered version of the 680x0 data bus, providing 16 bits of data accessible by 
word or either byte. A PIC uses the DOE signal to determine when the bus is to be 
driven on reads, and the data strobes to determine when data is valid on writes.

Data Strobes (/UDS, /LDS) m (JDSi, /DS2) for Zorro HI
These strobes fall on data valid during writes, and indicate byte select for both reads and 
writes. The lower strobe is used for die lower byte (even byte), the upper strobe is used 
for the upper byte (odd byte). There is one slight difference between diese lines and the 
68000 data strobes. On reads of Zorro II memory space, both /DSs and fDSz will be 
asserted, no matter what the actual size of the requested transfer is. This is required to 
support caching of the Zorro II memory space. For Zorro II I/O space, diese strobes 
indicate the actual, requested byte enables, just as would a 68000 bus master.

Data Transfer Acknowledge (/DTACK)
This signal is used to normally terminate both Zorro bus cycles. For Zorro II modes, it is 
equivalent to the 68000’s Data Transfer Acknowledge input It can be asserted by the
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bus slave during a Zorro II cycle at any time, but won’t be sampled by the bus master 
until the falling edge of the S4 state on the bus. Data will subsequendy be latched on the 
S6 falling edge after this, and the cycle terminated with /AS negated during S7. If a Zorro 
II slave does nothing, this /DTACK will be driven by the bus Controller with no wait 
States, making the bus essendally a 4 cycle synchronous bus. Any slow device on the bus 
that needs wait States has two options. It can modify the automadc /DTACK negating 
XRDY to hold off /DTACK. Altemately, it may assert /OVR to inhibit the bus 
Controller’s generation of /DTACK, allowing the slave to create its own /DTACK. Any 
/DTACK supplied by a slave must be driven with an open-collector or similar type 
output; the backplane provides a passive pullup.

Processor Status (FC0-FC2)
These signals are the cycle type or memory space bits, equivalent for the most part with 
the 68000 Processor Status Outputs. They function mainly as extensions to the bus 
address, indicating which type of access is taking place. For Zorro II devices, any use of 
these lines must be gated with /BGACK, since they are not driven valid by Zorro II bus 
masters. However, when operating on the Zorro HI backplane, Zorro II masters that 
don’t drive the function codes will be seen generadng an FCi = 0, which results in a valid 
memory access. Zorro II cycles are not generated for invalid memory spaces when the 
CPU is the bus master.

/DTACK Override (/OVR)
This Signal is driven by a Zorro II slave to allow that slave to prevent the bus Controllers 
/DTACK generation. This allows the slave to generate its own /DTACK. The previous 
use of this line to disable motherboard memory mapping, which was unsupported on the 
A2000 expansion bus, has now been completely removed. The use of XDRY or /OVR in 
combination with /DTACK is completely up to the board designer — both methods are 
equally valid ways for a slave to delay /DTACK. In Zorro DI mode, this pin is used for 
something completely different

Extemal Ready (XRDY)
This active high signal allows a slave to delay the bus controller’s assertion of /DTACK, 
in Order to add wait States. XRDY must be negated within 60ns of the bus master’s 
assertion of /AS, and it will remain negated until the slave wants /DTACK. The 
/DTACK signal will be asserted by the bus Controller shortly following the assertion of 
XRDY, providing the bus cycle is a S4 or later. XRDY is a wired-OR from all PICs, and 
as such, must be driven by an open collector or equivalent output In Zorro HI mode, this 
pin is used for something completely different
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C hapter 3
BUS ARCHITECTURE

"Wefollow in the Steps ofour ancestory, and thax cannot be broken."
•Midnight Oil

While the Zorro n  bus design was based in a large part on an already exisdng bus cycle, 
the 68000 cycle, the Zorro m  bus design had a much different set of preconditions. It is not 
modeled after any particular CPU specific bus protocol, but instead it’s a logical outgrowth of 
both the need to Support Zorro Q caids on the same bus and the need to achieve various modern 
feature and preformance goals. These goals were summarized in Chapter 1, now they’ll be 
covered in greater detail here.

3.1 Basic Zorro IQ  Bus Cycles

The basic Zorro IQ bus cycle is a multiplexed address/data cycle which supplies a full 32 
bits worth of address and data per simple cycle. The cycle is a fully asynchronous cycle. The 
bus master for a given cycle supplies strobes to indicate when address is valid, write data is 
valid, and read data may be driven. In retum, the bus slave for a cycle supplies a Strobe to 
indicate that it is responding to a bus address, and a strobe to indicate that it is done with the bus 
data for a write cycle, or has supplied valid bus data for a read cycle. The minim um theoretical 
bus speed is govemed only by setup and hold time requirements for the various bus Signals. 
Actual bus speeds is always a funcdon of the bus master and bus slave active for a given cycle. 
This is considerably different than the way things work under the Zorro Q bus, and for several 
good reasons, which are explained below.
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3.1.1 Design Goals

For any Computer bus, there are two basic possibilides conceming the fundamental 
Operation of the bus; it’s either synchronous or asynchronous. The difference is simple — the 
synchronous bus is ultimately tied to a clock of some sort, while the asynchronous bus has no 
defined relationship to any clock Signal. While Motorola specifies the 68000 bus cycle as an 
asynchronous cycle, they’re rcally refering to the fact that most 68000 inputs are intemally 
synchronized with the bus clock, and therefore, synchronous Setup times on the bus do not have 
to be met to avoid metastability. But the 68000 bus, and the Zorro II bus by extension, are 
synchronous buses, based on a single bus clock (called E7M on the Zorro II bus). Most Zorro II 
Signals are asserted relative to an edge of the bus clock, and most Zorro II inputs are sampled on 
an edge of the bus clock. The minim um Zorro II cycle is four bus clocks long, and every wait 
state added, iegaidless of the method, will result in a single additional bus clock wait, reg^rdless 
of the asynchronous appearance of the termination and wait Signals on the Zorro II bus.

The Zorro IE bus is a fully asynchronous bus, in that all bus events are driven by strobes, 
and there is no reference clock. The choice of an asynchronous versus a synchronous bus design 
is govemed by the intended application of the bus. Synchronous designs are preferred when a 
CPU and a memory System (e.g., master and slave) can be very tightly coupled to each other. 
Such designs generally require a tight adherence to timing based on the specific CPU. This is 
optimal for tightly coupled Systems, such as fast memory on the A3000 local bus. Synchronous 
designs can also be easier to do accurately, as the designer can use clock edges for scheduling 
events, and there’s never any need to waste time in synchronizers to achieve a reliable design.

The design goals for an expansion bus are considerably different While a fast memory 
Circuit on a System motherboard can change for every new and better design, it’s not feasable to 
require redesign of any significant number of expansion cards every time an improved 
motherboard design is created. And while a synchronous transfer can be optimal for matched 
clocks, it can be very inefficient for mismatched CPU and expansion clocks, as synchronizer 
delays must be introduced for any reliable Operation. The A3000 project started with the need to 
Support CPU Systems at 16MHz and at 25MHz, and it’s obvious that the growth of CPU clock 
speed will be here for some time to come. Zorro m  cards are based on asynchronous 
handshaking between master and slave in both directions. This means that, as long as masten 
and slaves manage their own needs, any slave can work with any master. But as masten and 
slaves improve with technology, bus transfer speeds can automatically increase, without 
rendering any slower cards obsolete. The Zorro DI bus attempts to address the needs of device 
expansion as much as the needs of memory expansion.

3.1.2 Simple Bus Cycle Operation

The normal Zorro IQ bus cycle is quite different than the Zorro Q bus in many respects. 
Figure 3-1 shows the basic cycle. There is no bus clock visible on the expansion bus; the 
Standard Zorro Q clocks are still active during Zorro IQ cycles, but they have no relationship to 
the Zorro Q bus cycle. Every bus event is based on a relationship to a particular bus strobe, and 
strobes are altemately supplied by master and slave.
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A Zorro m  cycle bcgins when the bus master simultaneously drives addressing 
Information on the address bus and memory space Codes on the FCn lines, quickly following that 
with the assertion of the Full Cycle Strobe, /FCS; this is called the address phase of the bus. 
Any active slaves will latch the bus address on the falling edge of /FCS, and the bus master will 
tri-state the addressing information very shortly after /FCS is asserted. It’s necessary only to 
latch An-As; the low Order A7-A2 addresses and FCn codes are non-multiplexed.

As quickly as possible after /FCS is asserted, a slave device will respond to the bus 
address by asserting its /SLAVEn line, and possibly other special-purpose signals. The 
autoconfiguration process assigns a unique address ränge to each PIC base on its needs, just as 
on the Zorro II bus. Only one slave may respond to any given bus address; the bus Controller 
will generate a /BERR Signal if more than one slave responds to an address, or if a single slave
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Figure 3-1: Basic Zorro III Cycles

responds to an address reserved for the local bus (this is called a bus collision, and should never 
happen in normal Operation). Slaves don't usually respond to CPU memory space or other 
reserved memory space types, as indicated by the memory space code on the FCn lines (see 
Chapter 4 for details)!

The data phase is the next part of the cycle, and it’s started when the bus master asserts 
DOE onto the bus, indicating that data operations can be started. The strobes are the same for 
both read and write cycles, but of course the data transfer direction is different

For a read cycle, the bus master drives at least one of the data strobes /DSn, indicating the 
physical transfer size requested (however, cachable slaves must always supply all 32 bits of 
data). The slave responds by driving data onto the bus, and then asserting /DTACK. The bus 
master then terminates the cycle by negating /FCS, at which point the slave will negate its
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/SLAVEn line and tri-statc its data. The cycle is done at this poinL There are a few actions that 
modify a cycle termination, those will be covered in later sections.

The write cycle Starts out the same way, up undl DOE is asserted. At this point, it’s the 
master that must drive data onto the bus, and then assert at least one /DSn line to indicate to the 
slave that data is valid and which data bytes are being written. The slave has the data for its use 
until it terminates the cycle by asserdng /DTACK, at which point the master can negate /FCS 
and tri-state its data at any point For maximum bus bandwidth, the slave can latch data on the 
falling edge of the logically ORed data strobes; the bus master doesn’t sample /DTACK until 
after the data strobes are asserted, so a slave can actually assert/DTACK any time after/FCS.

32  Advanced Mode Support Logic

The Zorro D3 bus provides Support for some more advanced things that weren’t generally 
handled correctly on the Zorro II bus. Amiga Computers have traditionally been suppordng 
things that the more mainstream personal Computers haven’t  High speed DMA transfers and 
expansion coprocessors such as the Bridge Cards have been with the Amiga since the early days, 
and high performance main System CPUs with cache memory are now becoming common. The 
Zorro II bus never properly or easily supported such devices; the Zorro HI bus attempts to make 
support of cache and coprocessor both possible and relatively straightforward. Other new 
features are covered in later sections.

3.2.1 Bus Locking

The first advanced modification of the basic bus cycle is bus locking, via the /LOCK 
Signal. Bus locking is a hardware Convention that allows a bus master to guarantee several 
cycles will be atomic on the bus. This is necessary to support the sharing of special "mail-box" 
memory between a bus master and an altemate PlC-based processor, Bridge Cards are an 
example of this kind of device. The Zorro II bus itself Supports bus locking via the 68000 
Convention. However, the 68000 style of bus locking is often difficult to implement, and support 
for it was often ignored in Zorro II designs, especially those not directly concemed with 
multiprocessor support

The Zorro m  mechanism involves no change to the basic bus cycle, other than the 
monitoring of this /LOCK Signal, and as such is much more reasonable to support The /LOCK 
signal is asserted by a bus master at address time and maintained across cycles to lock out shared 
memory coprocessors, allowing hardware backed semaphores to easily be used between such 
coprocessors. We expect multiprocessing will be a greater concero on the Zorro m  bus than it is 
at present; video coprocessors, RISC devices, and special purpose processors for image 
Processing or mathematics should find a comfortable home on the Zorro m  bus.

3.2.2 Cache Support

The other advanced cycle modifier on the Zorro m  bus is the cache inhibit line, /CINH. 
On the Zorro II bus, there was originally no caching envisioned, and therefore no real support for
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caching of Zorro II PICs. First in the A2630 and later in the Zorro HI bus’s emulation of Zorro 
n, convendons were adopted to permit caching of Zorro II cards. These convendons aren’t 
perfect; MMU tables will somedmes have to supplant this geographic mapping. While Zorro 
in  doesn’t have any cache consistency mechanisms for managing Caches between several 
caching bus masters, it does allow cards that absolutely must not be cached to assert a cache 
inhibit line, /CINH, on a per-cycle basis (asserted at slave time by a responding slave). This 
cache management is basically the lowest level of a cache management System, mainly useful 
for support of I/O and other devices that shouldn’t be cached- Software will be required for the 
higher levels of cache management

3-3 Multiple Transfer Cycles

The muldplexed address/data design of the Zorro HI bus has some definite advantages. 
It allows Zorro IH cards to use the same 100-pin connector as the Zorro H cards, which results 
in every bus slot being a 32-bit slot even if there’s an altemate connector in-line with any or 
all of the System slots; current altemate connectors include Amiga Video and PC-AT (now 
somedmes called ISA, for Industry Standard Architecture, now that it’s basically beyond the 
control of IBM) compadble connectors. This design also makes implementadon of the bus 
Controller for a System such as the A3000 simpler. And it can result in lower cost for Zorro HI 
PICs in many cases.

The main disadvantage of the muldplexed bus is that the muldplexing can waste time. 
The address access dme is the same for muldplexed and non-multiplexed buses, but because of 
the muldplexing time, Zorro HI PICs must wait until data time to assert data, which places a 
fixed limit on how soon data can be valid. The Zorro HI Multiple Transfer Cycle is a special 
mode designed to allow the bus to approach the speed of a non-multiplexed design. This mode 
is especially effective for high speed transfers between memory and I/O cards.

As the name implies, the Multiple Transfer Cycle is an extension of the basic full cycle 
that results in multiple 32-bit transfers. It Starts with a normal full cycle address phase 
transaction, where the bus master drives the 32-bit address and asserts the /FCS Signal. A 
master capable of supporting a Multiple Transfer Cycle will also assert /MTCR at the same 
time as /FCS. The slave latches the address and responds by asserting its /SLAVEn line. If the 
slave is capable of multiple transfers, it’ll also assert /MTACK, indicating to the bus master 
that it’s capable of this extended cycle form. If either /MTCR or /MTACK is negated for a 
cycle, that cycle will be a basic full cycle.

Assuming the multiple transfer handshake goes through, the multiple cycle continues to 
look similar to the basic cycle into the data phase. The bus master asserts DOE (possibly with 
write data) and the appropriate /DSn, then the slave responds with /DTACK (possibly with read 
data at the same time), just as usual. Following this, however, the cycle’s character changes. 
Instead of terminating the cycle by negating /FCS, /DSn, and DOE, the master negates /DSn 
and /MTCR, but maintains /FCS and DOE. The slave continues to assert /SLAVEn, and the 
bus goes into what’s called a short cycle.
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Figure 3-2: Multiple TransferCycles

The short cycle begins with the bus master driving the low Order address lines A7-A2; 
these are the non-muldplexed addresses and can change without a new address phase being 
required (this is essentially a page mode, fully random accesses on this 256 byte page). The 
READ line may also change at this time. The master will then assert /MTCR to indicate to the 
slave that the short cycle is stardng. For reads, the appropriate /DSn are asserted simultaneously 
with /MTCR, for writes, data and /DSn are asserted slightly after /MTCR. The slave will supply 
data for reads, then assert /DTACK, and the bus will will terminale the short cycle and Start into 
either another short cycle or a full cycle, depending on the multiple cycle handshaking that has 
taken place.

The question of whether a subsequent cycle will be a full cycle or a short cycle is 
answered by multiple cycle arbitration. If the master can’t sustain another short cycle, it will 
negate /FCS and DOE along with /MTCR at the end of the current short cycle, terminating the 
full cycle as well. The master always samples the state of /MTACK on the falling edge of 
/MTCR. If a slave can’t Support additional short cycles, it negates /MTACK one short cycle 
ahead of time. On the following short cycle, the bus master will see that no more short cycles 
can be handled by the slave, and fully terminate the multiple transfer cycle once this last short 
cycle is done.

PICs aien’t absolutely required to support Multiple Transfer Cycles, though it is a highly 
recommended feature, especially for memory boards. And of course, all PICs must act 
intelligently about such cycles on the bus; a card doesn’t request or acknowledge any Multiple 
Transfer Cycle it can’t support.
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3.4 Quick Bus Arbitration

The Zorro n  bus does an adequate job of supporting multiple bus masters, and the Zorro 
HI bus extends this somewhat by introducing fair arbitration to Zorro II cards. However, some 
desirable features cannot be added directly to the Zorro II arbitration protocol. Specifically, 
Zorro HI bus arbitration is much faster than the Zorro II style, it prohibits bus hogging that’s 
possible under the Zorro n  protocol, and it Supports intelligent bus load balancing.

Load balancing requires a bit of explanation. A good analogy is to that of Software 
multitasking; there, an operaring System attempts to slice up CPU time between all tasks that 
need such time; here, a bus Controller attempts to slice up bus time between all masters that need 
such time. With preemptive multitasking such as in the Amiga and UNIX OSs, equal CPU time 
can be granted to every task (possibly modified by priority levels), and such scheduling is 
completely under control of the OS; no task can hog the CPU time at the expense of all others. 
An altemate multitasking scheme is a populär add-on to some originally non-multasking 
operating Systems lately. In this scheme, each task has the CPU until it decides to give up the 
CPU, basically making the effectiveness of the CPU sharing at the mercy of each task. This is 
exactly the same Situation with masters on the Zorro II bus. The Zorro m  arbitration mechanism 
attempts to make bus scheduling under the control of the bus Controller, with masters each being 
scheduled on a cycle-by-cycle basis.

When a Zorro HI PIC wants to master the bus, it registers with the bus Controller. This 
teils the bus Controller to include that PIC in its scheduling of the expansion bus. There may be 
any number of other PICs registered with the bus Controller at any given time. The CPU is 
always scheduled expansion bus time, and other local bus devices, such as a hard disk contoller, 
may be registered from time to time.

Once registered, a PIC sits idle until it receives a grant from the bus Controller. A grant 
is permission from the bus Controller that allows the PIC to master the Zorro UI bus for one full 
cycle. A PIC always gets one full cycle of bus time when given a grant, and assuming it stays 
registered, it may receive additional füll cycles. Within the full cycle, the PIC may run any 
number of Multiple Transfer Cycles, assuming of course the responding slave Supports such 
cycles. For multiprocessor support, a PIC will be granted multiple atomic full cycles if it locks 
the bus. This feature is onty for support of hardware semaphores and other such multiprocessor 
needs; it is not intended as a means of bus hogging!

Figure 3-3 shows the basics of Zorro HI bus arbitration, which is pretty simple. While it 
uses some of the same Signals as the 680x0 inspired Zorro H bus arbitration mechanism, it has 
nothing to do with 680x0 bus arbitration; the /BRn and /BGn Signals should be thought of as 
completely new signals. In Order to register with the bus Controller as a bus master, a PIC asserts 
its private /BRn Strobe on the rising edge of the 7M clock, and negates it on the next rising edge. 
The bus Controller will indicate mastenhip to a registered bus master by asserting its /BGn. 
Once granted the bus, the PIC drives only the Standard cycle signals; addresses, /FCS, /EDSn, 
data, etc. in a full cycle. The bus Controller manages the assertion of /OWN and /BGACK, 
which are important only for bus management and Zorro H support While a scheduling scheme
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Figur e 3 ~3: Zorro III Bus Arbitration

isn’t part of this bus specification, the bus master will only be guaranteed one bus cycle at a time. 
The /BGn line is negated shortly after the master asserts /FCS unless the bus Controller is 
planning to grant multiple full cycles to the master. The only thing that’U force the Controller to 
grant multiple full cycles is a locked bus. Any master that woiks better with multiple cycles, 
such as devices with buffers to empty into memory, should run a Multiple Transfer Cycle to 
transfer several longwords during the same full cycle. For this reason, slave cards are 
encouraged to Support Multiple Transfer Cycles, even if they don’t necessarily run any faster 
during them.

Once a registered bus master has no more work to do, it unregisters with the bus 
Controller. This works just like registering -  the PIC asserts /BRn on the rise of 7M, then negates 
it on next rising 7M. This is best done during the last cycle the bus master requires on the bus. 
If a registered master gets a grant before unregisteiing and has no work to do, it can unregister 
without asserting /FCS, to give back the bus without raning a cycle. It’s always far better to 
make sure that the master unregisters as quickly as possible. Bus timeout causes an automatic 
unregisteiing of the registered master that was granted that timed-out cycle; this guarantees that 
an inactive registered master can’t drag down the System. If a master sees a /BERR during a 
cycle, it should terminate that cycle immediately and re-try the same cycle. If the retried cycle 
results in a /BERR as well, nothing more can be done in hardwaie; notification of the driver 
program is the usual recourse.

The bus Controller may have to mix Zorro II style bus arbitration in with Zorro ÜI 
arbitration, as Zorro II and Zorro HI cards can be freely mixed in a backplane. Because of this, 
Multiple Transfer Cycles, and the self-timed nature of Zorro m  cards, there’s no way to 
guarantee the latency between bus grants for a Zorro HI card. The bus Controller does, however, 
make sure that all masters are fair ly scheduled so that no starvation occurs, if at all possible. 
Zorro m  cards must use Zorro m  style bus arbitration; although current Zorro m  backplanes 
can’t differentiale between Zorro H and Zorro m  cards when they request (other than by the 
request mechanism), it can’t be assumed that a backplane will Support Zorro m  cycles with 
Zorro H maste ring, or vice-versa.
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3.5 Quick Interrupts

While the Zorro II bus has always supported shared interrupts, the Zorro IQ bus Supports 
a mechanism wherein the interruptmg PIC can supply its own vector. This has the potential to 
make such vectored inteirupts much faster than convendonal Zorro n  chained Interrupts, 
arbitrating the intemipting de vice in hardwarc instead of Software.

A PIC supporüng quick interrupts has on-board registers to störe one or more vector 
numbers; the numbers are obtained from the OS by the de vice driver for the PIC, and the 
PlC/driver combinaüon must be able to handle the Situation in which no additional vectors are 
available. Düring System Operation, this PIC will interrupt the System in the normal manner, by
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Figure 3-4: Interrupt Vector Cycle

asserting one of the bus interrupt lines. This interrupt will cause an interrupt vector cycle to take 
place on the bus. This cycle arbitrates in hardware between all PICs asserting that interrupt, and 
it’s a completely different type of Zorro QI cycle, as illustrated in Figure 3-4.

The bus Controller will Start an interrupt vector cycle in response to an interrupt asserted 
by any PIC. This cycle Starts with /FCS and /MTCR asserted, a FC code of 7 (CPU space), a 
CPU space cycle type, given by address lines A16-A19, of 15, and the interrupt number, which is 
on Ai-A3 (Ai is on the /LOCK line, as in Zorro II cycles). The interrupt numbers 2 and 6 are 
currendy defrned, corresponding to /INT2 and /INT6 respectively; all others are reserved for 
futurc use. At this point, called the polling phase, any PIC that has asserted an interrupt and 
wants to supply a vector will decode the FC lines, the cycle type, match its interrupt number 
against the one on the bus, and assert /SLAVEn if a match occurs. Shorüy thereafter, the /MTCR 
line is negated, and the slaves all negate /SLAVEn. But the cycle doesn’t end.

The next Step is called the vector phase. The bus Controller asserts one /SLAVEn back to 
one of the interrupüng PICs, along with /MTCR and /DSo, but no addresses are supplied. That
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PIC will then assert its 8-bit vector onto thc logical D0-D7 (physically ADis-ADs) of the 32-bit 
data bus and /DTACK, as quickly as possible, thus terminating the cycle. The speed herc is very 
critical; an automatic autovector timeout will occur very quickly, as any actual waiting that’s 
required for the quick interrupt vector is potentially delaying the autovector response for Zorro II 
style interrupts. A PIC stops driving its interrupt when it gets the response cycle; it must also be 
possible for this interrupt to be cleared in Software (e.g., the PIC must make choice of vectoring 
vs. autovectoring a Software issue).
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TU

/CCS

AD31..AD24

AD23..ADI
SA7..SA2

XEAD

/SLAVE

DOE

/DS3./DS2

/DTACK

Figure 3-5: Zorro II Within Zorro III

3.6 Compatibility with Zorro II Devices

As detailed in Chapter 2, the Zorro in bus Supports a bus cycle mode very similar to the 
68000-based Zorro n  bus, and is expected to be compatible with all properly designed Zorro H 
PICs. As shown in Figure 1-1, Zorro II and Zorro ÜI expansion spaces are geographically 
mapped on the Zorro IQ bus. The mapping logic resides on the bus, and operates on the bus 
address presented for any cycle. Every cycle Starts out assuming a Zorro IH cycle, but the 
mapping logic will inscribe a Zorro n  cycle within the Zorro m  cycle if the address ränge is 
right Figure 3-5 details the bus action for this mode.

The cycle Starts out with the usual address phase activity; the bus master asserts /FCS 
after asserting the full 32-bit address onto the address bus. The bus decoder maps the bus
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address asynchronously and quickly, so that by the time /FCS is asserted, the memory space is 
determined. A Zorro n space access will cause A8-A23 to iemain asserted, rather than being 
tri-stated along with A24-A31, as the Zorro m cycle normally does. The bus Controller synchs the 
asynchronous /FCS on the falling edge of CDAC, then drives /CCS (the /AS equivalent) out on 
the rising edge of 7M, based on that synched /FCS. For a read cycle, /DSs and/or /DSi (the 
/UDS and /LDS replacements, respecdvely) would be asserted along with /CCS; write cycles see 
those lines asserted on the next rising edge of 7M, at S4 time. The DOE line is also asserted at 
the Start of S4.

The bus Controller Starts to sample /DTACK on the falling edge of 7 M between S4 and Ss, 
adding wait States until /DTACK is encountered. As per Zorro II specs, the PIC need not create 
a /DTACK unless it needs that level of control; there are Zorro II Signals to delay the 
controller-generated /DTACK, or take it over when necessary. The Controller will drive its 
automatic /DTACK at the Start of S4, leaving plenty of time for the sampling to come at S5. 
Once a /DTACK is encountered, cycle termination begins. The Controller latches data on the 
falling 7 M edge between S6 and S7, and also negates /CCS and the /DSn at this time. Shortly 
thereafter, the Controller negates /DTACK (when Controlling it), DOE, and tri-states the data bus, 
getting ready for the next cycle.

3.7 Zorro UI Implementations

Functionally, there are two possible implementation levels in existance for the Zorro DI 
bus. All of the features described in this document are required for a full compliance Zorro DI 
bus. However, the original Amiga 3000 Computers wcre shipped with a bus Controller that 
supported only a subset of the Zorro HI specification published here. This is, however, 
upgradable.

The A3000 implementation of the Zorro DI bus is driven by a custom Controller chip 
called Fat Buster. The specification of this Chip and the A3000 hardware are fully capable of 
supporting the complete Zorro DI bus, but the initial Silicon on Fat Buster, called the Level 1 Fat 
Buster, omits some features. Missing are:

• Support of Multiple Transfer Cycles.
• Support for Zorro DI style bus arbitration.
• Support for Quick Interrupts.

The Level 2 Version of Fat Buster has been in testing for some time at Commodore in 
West Chester, PA. Any developers who immediately intend to design PICs supporting these 
features are urged to contact Commodore Amiga Technical Support/Amiga Developer Support 
Europe for more information on obtaining samples of this part for use in A3000 Systems. These 
parts are likely to be introduced into production, and available as part of an A3000 Upgrade, very 
soon. All Buster chip revisions 'T3G" and earlier Support the Level 1 features. Buster Chip 
revisions "13H" and later support Level 2 features and improved Level 1 features as well.
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C hapter 4
SIGNAL DESCRIPTION

"Pushing back the limits o f human achievement, reaching for the stars, 

thaf s not something we do. I t s  what we are."
-Michael Swaine

The signals detailed here are the Zorro m  mode Signals. While some of this information 
is the same in as the Zorro II signal description of Chaper 2, many like-seeming bus signals 
behave diffeiently in Zorro m  mode than Zorro n  mode. These can be a very important 
differences; thus the complete set of signals is detailed here.

4.1 Power Connections

The expansion bus provides several different voltages designed to supply expansion 
devices. These are basically the same for the Zorro m  bus as they wert for the Zorro II bus, with 
the exception of one pin, and that the specificadon has been clarified a b it Note that all Zorro m  
PICs must list their power consumption specifications.

Digital Ground (Ground)
This is the digital supply ground used by all expansion cards as the re tum path for all 
expansion supplies.

Main Supply (+5VDC)
This is the main power supply for all expansion cards, and it is capable of sourcing large 
currents; each PIC can draw up to 2.0 Amps @ +5VDC.
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Negative Supply (-5VDC)
This is a negative Version of the main supply, for small current loads only; each PIC can 
draw up to 60 mA @ -5VDC.

High Voltage Supply (+12VDC)
This is a higher voltage supply, useful for Communications cards and other devices 
requiring greater that digital voltage levels. This is intended for relatively small current 
loads only; each PIC can draw up to 500mA @ +12VDC.

Negative High Supply (-12VDC)
Negative Version o f the high voltage supply, also used in Communications applications, 
and similarly intended for small loads only; each PIC can draw up to 60 mA @ -12VDC.

4.2 Clock Signals

The expansion bus provides clock Signals for expansion boards. The main use for these 
clocks on Zorro HI cards is bus arbitration clocking. There is no relationship between any of 
these clocks and normal Zorro m  bus activity. The relationship between these clocks is 
illustrated in Figure 2-2.

/CI Clock
This is a 3.58 MHz clock (3.55 MHz on PAL Systems) that’s synched to the falling edge 
of the 7M System clock.

/C3 Clock
This is a 3.58 MHz clock (3.55 MHz on PAL Systems) that’s synched to the rising edge 
o f the 7M System clock.

CDAC Clock
This is a 7.16 MHz System clock (7.09 MHz on PAL Systems) which trails the 7M clock 
by 90* (approximately 35ns).

E Clock
This is the 68000 generated "E" clock, used for 6800 family peripherals driven by ”E" 
and 6502 peripherals driven by <I>2. This clock is four 7M clocks high, six clocks low, as 
per the 68000 spec.

7M Clock
This is the 7.16 MHz System clock (7.09 MHz on PAL Systems). This clock drives the 
bus master registration mechanism for Zorro m  bus masters.

4-3 System Control Signals

The signals in this group are available for various types o f System control; most o f these 
have an immediate or near immediate effect on expansion cards and/or the System CPU itself.
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Hardware Bus Error/Interrupt (/BERR)
This is a general indicator of a bus fault or special condition of some IdncL Any 
expansion card capable of detecting a hardware enor relating directly to that card can 
assert /BERR when that bus error condition is detected, especially any sort of harmful 
hardware error condition. This Signal is the strengest possible indicator of a bad 
Situation, as it causes all PICs to get off the bus, and will usually generate a level 2 
exception on the host CPU. For any condition that can be handled in Software and doesn’t 
pose an immediate threat to hardware, notification via a Standard processor interrupt is 
the better choice. The bus Controller will drive /BERR in the event of a detected bus 
collision or DMA error (an attempt by a bus master to access local bus resources it 
doesn’t have valid access permission for). All cards must monitor /BERR and be 
prepared to tri-state all of their on-bus output buffers whenever this Signal is asserted. An 
expansion bus master will attempt to retry a cycle abortcd by a single /BERR and notify 
System Software in the case of two subsequent /BERR results. Since any number of 
devices may assert /BERR, and all bus cards must monitor it, any de vice that drive s 
/BERR must drive with an open collector or similar device, and any de vice that monitors 
/BERR should place a minimal load on i t  This Signal is pulled high by a passive 
backplane resistor.

Note that especially for the slave device being addresscd, that /BERR alone is not always 
necessaily an indication of a bus failure in the pure sense, but may indicate some other 
kind of unusual condition. Therefore, a device should still respond to the bus address, if 
otherwise appropriate, when a /BERR condition is indicated. It simply tri-states is bus 
buffers and other Outputs, and waits for a change in the bus state. If the /BERR Signal is 
negated with the cycle unterminated, the special condition has been resolved and the 
slave responds to the rest of the cycle as it normally would have. If the cycle is 
terminated by the bus master, the resolution of the special condition has indicated that the 
addressed slave is not needed, and so the cycle terminales without the slave being used.

System Reset (/RESET, /IORST)
The bus supplies two versions of the System reset Signal. The /RESET Signal is 
bidirectional and unbuffered, allowing an expansion card to hard reset the System. It 
should only be used by boards that need this reset capability, and is driven only by an 
open collector or similar device. The /IORST signal is a buffered output-only Version of 
the reset signal that should be used as the normal reset input to boards not concemed with 
resetting the System on their own. All expansion devices are required to reset their 
autoconfiguration logic when /IORST is asserted. These Signals are pulled high by 
passive backplane resistors.

System Halt (/HLT)
This signal is driven, along with /RESET, to assert a full-system reset A  full-system 
reset is asserted on a powerup reset or a keyboard reset; any PIC that needs to 
differentiate between full System and I/O reset should monitor /HLT and /IORST unless it 
also needs to drive a reset condition. This is driven with an open-collector output or the 
equivalent and pulled up by a backplane resistor.
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System Interrupts
Two of the decoded, level sensitive 680x0 interrupt inputs aie available on the expansion 
bus, and the sc are labelled as /ENT2 and /INTö. Each of these interrupt Lines is shaied by 
wired ORing, thus each line must be driven by an open-collector or equivalent output 
type. Zorro m  inteirupts can be handled Zorro II style, via autovectors and daisy-chained 
polling, or they can be vectorcd using the quick interrupt protocol described in Chapter 3. 
Zorro II and Zorro HI Systems originaUy provided /INTi, /INT«, /INTs, and /INT7 lines as 
well, but as these were never properly supportable by System Software, they have been 
eliminated, those lines now considered reserved for future use in a Zorro HI System.

4.4 Slot Control Signals

, This group of Signals is responsible for the control of things that happen between
expansion slots.

Slave (/SLAVEn)
Each slot has its own /SLAVEn output, driven actively, all of which go into the collision 
detect circuitry. The "n" refers to the expansion slot number of the particular /SLAVE 
signaL Whenever a Zorro HI PIC is responding to an address on the bus, it must assert its 
/SLAVEn output very quickly. If more than one /SLAVEn output occurs for the same 
address, or if a PIC asserts its /SLAVEn output for an address reserved by the local bus, a 
collision is registered and the bus Controller asserts /BERR. The bus Controller will assert 
/SLAVEn back to the interrupdng de vice selected durin g a Quick Interrupt eyele, so any 
device supporting Quick Inteirupts must be capable of tri-stating its /SLAVEn; all others 
can drive SLAVEn with a normal active output.

Configuration Chain (/CFGINn, /CFGOUTn)
The slot configuration mechanism uses the bus Signals /CFGOUTn and /CFGINn, where 
"n" refers to the slot number. Each slot has its own Version of both Signals, which make 
up the configuration chain between slots. Each subsequent /CFGINn is a result of all 
previous /CFGOUTs, going from slot 0 to the last slot on the expansion bus. Düring the 
autoconfiguration process, an unconfiguied Zorro m  PIC responds to the 64K address 
space starting at either $00E80000 or $FF000000 if its /CFGINn signal is asserted. All 
unconfiguied PICs statt up with /CFGOUTn negated. When configured, or told to "shut 
up", a PIC will assert its /CFGOUTn, which results in the /CFGINn of the next slot being 
asserted. Backplane logic automatically passes on the state of the previous /CFGOUTn 
to the next /CFGINn for any slot not occupied by a PIC, so there’s no need to 
sequentially populate the expansion bus slots.

Backplane Type Sense (SenseZ3)
This line can be used by the PIC to determine the backplane type. It is grounded on a 
Zorro II backplane, but floating on a Zorro HI backplane. The Zorro HI PIC connects this 
signal to a 1K pullup iesistor to generate a real logic level for this line. It’s possible, 
though more complicated, to build a Zorro HI PIC that can actually run in Zorro H mode 
when in a Zorro H backplane. It’s hardly necessary or required to support this backward
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Multiplexed Address Bus (A«-A3i)
These Signals are driven by the bus master during address time, prior to the assertion of 
/FCS. Any responding slave must latch as many of these lines as it needs on the falling 
edge of /FCS, as they’re tri-stated very shortly after /FCS goes low. These addresses 
always include all configuration address bits for normal cycles, and the cycle type 
Information for Quick Interrupt cycles.

Short Address Bus (A2-A7)
These Signals are driven by the bus master during address time, prior to the assertion of
/FCS, for full cycles, and prior to the asserdon of /MTCR for short cycles. They stay
valid for the entire full or short cycle, and as such do not need to be latched by
responding slaves.

*
Table 4-1: Memory Space Type Codes

FCo FCi FC2 Address Space Type Z3 Response

0 0 0 Reserved None
0 0 1 User Data Space Memory
0 1 0 User Program Space Memory
0 1 1 Reserved None
1 0 0 Reserved None
1 0 1 Supervisor Data Space Memory
1 1 0 Supervisor Program Space Memory
1 1 1 CPU Space Interrupts

Memory Space (FC0-FC2)
The memory space bits are an extension to the bus address, indicadng which type of 
access is taking place. Zorro m  PICs must pay close attention to valid memory space 
types, as the space type can change the type of the cycle driven by the current bus master. 
The encoding is the same as the valid Motorola function codes for normal accesses. 
These are driven at address time, and like the low short address, are valid for an entire 
short or full cycle.

Compatibility Cycle Strobe (/CCS)
This is equivalent to the Zorro II address strobe, /AS. A Zorro m  PIC doesn’t use this for 

. normal Operation, but may use it during the autoconfiguration process if configuring at 
the Zorro n  address. AUTOCONFIG® cycles at $00E8xxxx always look like Zorro II 
cycles, though of course /FCS and the full Zorro m  address is available, so a card can use 
either Zorro II or Zorro m  addressing to Start the cycle. However, using the /CCS strobe 
can save the designer the need to compare the upper 8 bits of address. Data must be 
driven Zorro II style, though if the /DSn lines are respected for reads, /CINH is asserted, 
and /MTACK is negated, the rcsulting Zorro m  cycle will fit within the expected Zorro n  
cycle generated by the bus Controller.
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compatibility mechanism, and in many cascs it’Il be inpractical. The Zcrro m  
specification does require that this signal be used, at least, to shut the card down and pass 
/CFGIN to /CFGOUT when in a Zorro II backplane.

4.5 DMA Control Signals

There are various Signals on the expansion bus that coordinate the arbitration of bus 
masters. Zorro II bus masters use some of the same logical Signals, but their arbitration protocol 
is considerably different

PIC is DMA Owner (/OWN)
This is asserted by the bus Controller when a master is about to go on the bus and 
indicates that some master owns the bus.^Zorro n  bus masters drive this, and some Zorro 
EU slaves may find a need to monitor i t  or /BGACK, to determine who’s the bus master. 
This is ordinarily not important to Zorro EU PICs, and they may not drive this line.

Slot Specific Bus Arbitration (/BRn, /BGn)
These are the slot-specific /BRn and /BGn Signals, whcre "n" refers to the expansion slot 
number. The bus rcquest from each board is taken in by the bus Controller and ultimately 
used to take over the System from ttheprimary bus master, which is always the local 
master. Zorro DI PICs toggle /BRn to register or unregister as a master with the bus 
Controller. /BGn is asserted to one registered PIC at a time, on a cycle by cycle basis, to 
indicate to the PIC that it gets the bus for one full cycle.

Bus Grant Acknowledge (/BGACK)
Asserted by the bus Controller when a master is about to go on the bus. As with /OWN, 
most Zorro EU PICs ignore this signal, and none may drive i t

Bus Want/Clear (/BCLR)
This signal is asserted by the bus Controller to indicate that a PIC wants to master the bus; 
Zorro m  cards can use this to determine if any Zorro II bus requests are pending; Zorro 
m  bus requests don’t afifect /BCLR.

4.6 Address and Related Control Signals

These signals are various items used for the addressing of devices in Zorro EH mode by 
bus masters either on the bus or from the local bus. The bus Controller translates local bus 
Signals (68030 protocol on the A3000 and A4000) into Zorro m  Signals; masters aie responsible 
for creating the appropriate signals via their own bus control logic.

Read Enable (READ)
Read enable for the bus; READ is asserted by the bus master during a bus cycle to 
indicate a read cycle, READ is negated to indicate a write cycle. READ is asserted at 
address time, prior to /FCS, for a full cycle, and prior to /MTCR for a short cycle. READ 
stays valid throughout the cycle; no latching required.
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Yes, that should sound weird; it’s bascd on the mapping of Zorro n  vs. Zorro m  Signals, 
and of course the fact that /FCS always Starts any cycle. Also note that a bus cycle with 
/CCS asserted and /FCS negated is always a Zorro II PlC-as-master cycle. Many Zorro 
DI cards will instead configure at the altemate SFFOOxxxx base address, fully in Zorro m  
mode, and thus completely ignore this Signal.

Full Cycle Strobe (/FCS)
This is the Standard Zorro IQ full cycle Strobe. This is asserted by the bus master shortly 
after addresses are valid on the bus, and Signals the Start of any kind of Zono m  bus 
cycle. Shortly after this line is asserted, all the multiplexed addresses will go invalid, so 
in general, all slaves latch the bus address on the falling edge of /FCS. Also, /BGn line is 
negated for a Zorro HI mastered cycle shortly after /FCS is asserted by the master.

4.7 Data and Related Control Signals

The data time Signals here manage the actual transfer of data between master and slave 
for both full and short cycle types. The bürst mode Signals are here too, as they’re basically data 
phase Signals even through they don’t only concem the transfer of data.

Data Output Enable (DOE)
This signal is used by an expansion card to enable the buffen on the data bus. The bus 
master drives this line is to keep slave PICs ffom driving data on the bus until data time.

Data Bus (D0-D31)
This is the Zorro m  data bus, which is driven by either the master or the slave when DOE 
is asserted by the master (based on READ). It’s valid for reads when /DTACK is 
asserted by the slave; on writes when at least one of /DSn is asserted by the master, for all 
cycle types.

Data Strobes (/DSn)
These strobes fall during data time; /DSs strobes D24-D31, while /DSo strobes Do-Eh. For 
write cycles, these lines signal data valid on the bus. At all times, they indicate which 
bytes in the 32 bit data ward the bus master is actually interested in. For cachable reads, 
all four bytes must be retumed, regardless of the value of the sizing strobes. For writes, 
only those bytes corresponding to asserted /DSn are written. Only contiguous byte cycles 
are supported; e.g. /DS3-0 = 2 ,4 ,5 ,6 , or 10 is invalid.

Data Transfer Acknowledge (/DTACK)
This signal is used to normally terminate a Zorro m  cycle. The slave is always 
responsible for driving this signal. For a read cycle, it asserts /DTACK as soon as it has 
driven valid data onto the data bus. For a write cycle, it asserts /DTACK as soon as it’s 
done with the data. Late hing the data on writes may be a good idea; that can allow a 
slave to end the cycle before it has actually finished writing the data to its local memory.
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Cache Inhibit (/CINH)
This line is asscrted at the same time as /SLAVEn to indicate to the bus master that the 
cycle must not be cached. If a de vice doesn’t support caching, it must assert /CINH and 
actually obey the /DSn byte strobes for read cycles. Conversely, if the de vice Supports 
caching, /CINH is negated and the de vice retums all four bytes valid on reads, regardless 
of the acmal supplied /DSn strobes.

Multiple Cycle Transfers (/MTCR^MTACK)
These lines comprise the Multiple Transfer Cycle handshake Signals. The bus master 
asserts /MTCR at the Start of data time if it’s capable of supporting Multiple Transfer 
Cycles, and the slave asserts /MTACK with /SLAVEn if it’s capable of supporting 
Multiple Transfer Cycles. If the handshake goes through, /MTCR strobes in the short 
address and write data as long as the full cycle continues.
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C hapter 5
TIMING

"When dealing with the insane, the best method is 
to pretend to be sane."

-Hermann Hesse

Some of this Information is considered preliminary. Nothing is expected to get any morc 
speed critical, but as mentioned previously, the testing of Zorro DI designs has just started at the 
time of this writing, final bus Controllers are not yet available, and only a few PIC designs have 
even been conceived.

This section covers the various timing specifications in detail for different Zorro ID 
operations. It’s important to realize that this timing information is a specification. Actual Zorro 
DI Systems may offer much more relaxed timings. Today. The whole point of the specification 
is that as long as all Zorro ID PICs and all Zorro DI backplanes base things on the timings given 
here, they’U always work together nicely. Any design based on the actual characteristics of any 
particular backplane will very likcly wind up working only on that particular backplane.

The philosophy of timing on the Zorro DI bus is to keep things as simple as possible 
without compromising the performance goals of the bus. Zorro DI PICs are expected to be based 
on F-Series or ACT-series TTL logic, fast PALs, and possibly full custom chip designs. It’s very 
unlikely the designer will meet any of these specifications with the LS parts left over from old 
Zorro D card designs.
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5.1 Standard Read Cyde Timing

ÜSL______ N a m e S y m b ö l ______Min Max

1 Address setup to /FCS Taes 15ns ----

2 Address hold from /FCS Thaf 10ns ----

3 /FCS to /SLAVEn delay Tslv ----- 25ns

4 /FCS to DOE delay Tdoe 30ns ----

5 DOE to /DSn delay Tds 10ns -----

6 Data setup to /DTACK Trds 0ns -----

7 /DTACK to /FCS off Toff 10ns -----

8 Master Signal hold from /FCS off Thmc 0ns 5ns

9 Slave Signal hold from /FCS off Thsc 0ns 15ns

11 /FCS to /CCS delay Tees 35ns 175ns

12 /CCS off to/FCS off Tovl 40ns -----
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5.2 Standard Write Cyde Timing

N a Name Symbol Min Max

1 Address Setup to /FCS Tafs 15ns

2 Address hold from /FCS Thaf 10ns —

3 /FCS to /SLAVEn delay Tslv — 25ns

4 /FCS to DOE delay Tdoe 30ns

5 DOE to /DSn delay Tds 10ns —

7 /DTACK to /FCS off Toff 10ns —

8 Master Signal hold from /FCS off Tkmc 0ns 5ns

9 Slave Signal hold from /FCS off Thsc 0ns 15ns

10 Write data setup to /DSn Twds 5ns —

11 /FCS to /CCS delay Tees 35ns 175ns

12 /CCS off to/FCS off Tovl 40ns _ _ _ _ _
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5.3 Multiple Transfer Cyde Timing

N o______Name Symbol Min Max

1 Address Setup to /FCS Tafs 15ns

2 Address hold from /FCS Thaf 10ns —

3 /FCS to /SLAVEn, /MTACK delay Tslv — 25 ns

4 /FCS to DOE delay Tdoe 30ns —

5 DOE to /DSn, /MTCR delay Tds 10ns

6 Data setup to /DTACK Trds 0ns —

7 /DTACK to /FCS, /MTCR off Toff 10ns —

8 Master Signal hold ffom /FCS off Thmc 0ns 5ns

9 Slave Signal hold from /FCS off Thsc 0ns 15ns

10 Write data setup to /DSn Twds 5ns —

13 Address, READ setup to /MTCR Tams 5ns —

14 /MTCR off to /MTCR on Tref 10ns —

15 Address, READ hold from /MTCR Tham 0ns —

16 /MTACK off to /MTCR Tbcd 10ns —

17 Slave signal hold from /MTCR off Thsm 0ns 5ns
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5.4 Quick Interrupt Cyde Timing

No. Name Svmbol Min Max

1 Address setup to /FCS Tafs 15 ns

2 Address hold from/FCS Thaf 10ns

3 /FCS to /SLAVEn delay Tslv — 25ns

5 DOE to /DSn delay Tds 10ns —

6 , Data setup to /DTACK Trds 0ns —

7 /DTACK to /FCS off Toff 10ns —

8 Master signal hold from /FCS off Thmc 0ns 5ns

9 Slave signal hold from /FCS off Thsc 0ns 15ns

14 /MTCR off to /MTCR on Tref 10ns —

17 Slave signal hold from /MTCR off Thsm 0ns 5ns

18 Poll Phase time Tpol 30ns 100ns

19 Vector Phase Start to /DTACK time Tvec • 100ns
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/FCS

A 31-A8

A7-A2

/MTCR

/SLAVEn

DOE

/DSi

D7-D0

/DTACK
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C hapter 6
ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS

"..1 collected the Instruments oflife around me, that I might infuse a spark o f 
being into the lifeless thing that layatmy feet"

-Victor Frankenstein

The Zorro HI bus has a numbcr of electrical spccificadons that are vcry important forPIC 
designers to consider, along with the timing parameters of course. It’s extremely important to 
base designs on the specification of the backplane, rather than the actual behavior of the 
backplane. New backplanes for new machines are designed to conform to the specification, they 
are not necessarily based on previous designs. This is especially important with the Zorro m  
bus, since timing is far raore critical than in the past, and the bus Controller is designed from this 
specification, rather than the reverse, as in the Amiga 2000.

6.1 Expansion Bus Loading

The Zorro m  bus loading is specified based on typical TTL family T "  series buffer 
devices, though in reality, compatible CMOS devices are likely to be used in some bus 
Controllers or PICs. Thus, it’s important to accept the TTL levels as a minimum voltage level, 
and make sure that all inputs are the appropriate TTL levels, while Outputs can be at TTL or 
CMOS voltage levels as long as they provide the requited source and sink.
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Whilc some A2000 dcsigns uscd "LS" or "ALS" buffers instead of "F", the bus will 
gencrally work with these older cards, at least with current backplane dcsigns such as the A3000 
backplane. However, Zorro DI designs must exactly obey these loading rules; it’s very probable 
that some future Zorro m  machines will have a large number of slots. ln such machines, PICs 
built on the Zorro II specification will still work in a lightly loaded bus, but may not function in a 
fully loaded bus. All Zorro HI PICs built to spec will work in any Zorro HI backplane, without 
any loading problems, if all loading and timing rules are followed by the PIC designer. The bus

Table 6-1: Zorro III Drive Types

Signal Direction High Level Low Level

Standard Loading
Driven

+140|lA @ +2.7VDC 
+2.5VDC @ -3.0mA

-3.2mA @ +0.4VDC
+0.4VDC @ +64mA

Clock Loading +20pA @ +2.7VDC -1.6mA @ +0.4VDC

O.C. Loading
Driven

+80nA @ +2.7VDC
Not Driven

-3.2mA @ +0.4VDC
+0.4VDC @ +20mA

Non-bussed Loading
Driven

+80|iA @ +2.7VDC
+2.5VDC <§> -0.4mA

-1.0mA @ +0.4VDC
+0.4VDC @ +4.0mA

signals are divided up into the four groups shown in Table 6-1, based on the loading 
characterisücs of the particular signal. The Signals in each group are given here.

6.1.1 Standard Signals

The majority of signals on the bus are in this group. These are bussed signals, driven 
actively on the bus by F-series (or compatible) drivers such as 74F245, usually tri-stated when 
ownership of the signal changed for master and slave, and gencrally terminateri with a 
220Q/330Q thevenin tenninator. PICs can apply two Standard loads to each of these signals 
when necessary.

/FCS /CCS /DS0-/DS3 /LOCK
A i-A i ADs-ADsi SD0-SD7 READ
FCo-FO DOE /IORST /BCLR
/MTCR /MTACK

6.1.2 Clock Signals

All clock signals on the bus are in this group. Many designs are very sensitive to clock 
delay, skew, and rise/fall times, so loading on the clock lines must be kept to a minimum. These 
are bussed signals, actively driven by the backplane, and source terminated with a low value
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series resistor. PICs can apply one Standard load to each of these Signals when necessary. Zorro 
II cards have thc samc clock rules, so therc should never be clocldng problems when using either 
card type in a backplane.

/C3 CDAC /CI 7M
E Qock

6.1.3 Open Collector Signals

Many of the bus Signals are sharcd via open collector or open drain Outputs rather than 
via tri-stated signals; this is of course required for some asynchronous things like the shared 
interrupt lines, and it works well for other types of signals as well. Of course, a backplane 
resistor pulls these lines high, PICs only drive the line low.

/OWN /BGACK /CINH /BERR
/DTACK /RESET /LNT2 /ENTö
/HLT

6.1.4 Non-bussed Signals

The non-bussed, or slot specific, signals are involved with only one slot on the bus (eg, 
each slot has its own copy). As a result, the drive requircments are much less for these signals. 
The backplane provides pullups or pulldowns, as required by the specific Signal.

/CFGINn /CFGOUTn /BRn /BGn
Sense Z3 /SLAVEn

62  Slot Power Availability

The System power for the Zorro DI bus is totally based on the slot configurations. A 
backplane is always free to supply extra power, but it must meet the minim um requircments 
speciüed herc. All PICs must be designed with the minimum specifications in mind, especially 
the tolerances.

Pin Supply

5,6 +5 VDC ± 5% @ 2 Amps
8 -5 V D C ±5% @ 60mA
10 +12 VDC ± 5% @ 500mA
20 -12 VDC ± 5% @ 60mA

6 2  Tempera tu re Range

The Zorro m  bus is specified for Operation over a temperaturc ränge of 0* C to 70* C
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C hapter 7
MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS

"Never speak more clearfy than you think."
-Jeremy Bernstein

This section covers the various mechanical details of Zorro HI cards. Note that these 
specifications are considered preliminary.
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7.1 Basic Zorro HI PIC

This drawing shows 
thc basic Zorro HI PIC All 
of thc dimensions arc in 
millimeters.
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12 PIC with ISA Option

This drawing shows 
thc basic Zorro HI PIC, with 
both Zorro m  and the ISA 
Bus fingers specified. All of 
the dimensions are in 
millimeters.
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7.3 PIC with Video Option

This drawing shows 
the basic Zorro HI PIC, with 
both Zorro m  and the Amiga 
Video Slot fingers specified. 
All of the dimensions are in 
millimeters.

This form factor is for 
the A3000 only. On the 
A4000, the Video slot has 
been extended. See chapter 
16 for a form factor 
specificadon of an A4000 
PIC with video Option.
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C hapter 8
AUTOCONFIG®

"The goal ofall inanimate objects is to resist man and ultimatefy defeai him "
-Russell Baker

8.1 The AUTOCONFIG* Mechanism

The AUTOCONFIG* mechanism used for the Zorro DI bus is an extension of the 
original Zorro II configuration mechanism. The main reason for this is that the Zono II 
mechanism works so well, there was little need to change anything. The changes are simply 
support for new hardware features on the Zorro m  bus.

Amiga autoconfiguration is surprisingly simple. When an Amiga powen up or resets, 
every card in the System goes to its unconfigured state. At this point, the most important Signals 
in the System are /CFGENn and /CFGOUTn. As long as a caid’s /CFGINn line is negated, that 
card sits quiedy and does nothing on the bus (though memory cards should continue to refresh 
even through reset, and any local board activides that don’t concem the bus may talce place after 
/RESET is negated). As pan of the unconfigured state, /CFGOUTn is negated by die PIC 
immediately on reset

The configuration process begins when a card’s /CFGINn line is asserted, either by the 
backplane, if it’s the first slot, or via the configuration chain, if it’s a later card. The 
configuration chain simply ensures that only one unconfigured card will see an asserted 
/CFGINn at one time. An unconfigured card that sees its /CFGINn line asserted will respood to a 
block of memory called configuraäon space. In this block, the PIC will assen a set of read-only
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rcgisters, followcd by a sct of write-only rcgisters (the read-only rcgisters arc also known as 
AUTOCONFIG® ROM). Starting at thc base of this block, the read rcgisters describe the 
de vice’s size, type, and other rcquiicments. The operating System teads these, and based on 
them, decides what should be written to the board. Some write Information is optional, but a 
board will always be assigned a base address or be told to shut up. The act of wridng the final 
bit of base address, or wridng anything to a shutup address, will cause the PIC to assert its 
/CFGOUTn, enabling the next board in the configuration chain.

The Zorro EI configuration space is the 64K memory block $00E8xxxx, which of course 
is driven with 16 bit Zorro II cycles; all Zorro EI cards configure there. The Zoiro EU 
configuration space is the 64K memory block beginning at SFFOOxxxx, which is always driven 
with 32 bit Zorro EEI cycles (PICs need only decode A31-A24 during configuration). A Zorro HI 
PIC can configure in Zorro EI or Zorro DI configuration space, at the designer’s discretion, but 
not both at once. All read rcgisters physically re tum only the top 4 bits of data, on D31-D2S for 
either bus mode. Write rcgisters arc written to Support nybble, byte, and word rcgisters for the 
same register, again based on what works best in hardware. This design attempts to map into 
real hardware as simply as possible. Every AUTOCONFIG® register is logically considered to be 
8 bits wide; the 8 bits actually being nybbles from two paired addresses.

S00H80000
p e m

JFPDOOOOO

(O0102) 7 6 5 4  3 2  1 0 (001100) 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

S00E80002 1) Zorro D Styte Mappfa« SFPM0100 *) Zmr* m  Styto

Figure 8-1: Configuration Register Mapping

The register mappings for the two different blocks are shown in Figure 8-1. All the 
bit pattems mentioned in the following sections are logical values. To avoid ambiguity, all 
rcgisters are referred to by the number of the first register in the pair, since the first pair member 
is the same for both mapping schemes. In the actual implcmentation of these rcgisters, all read 
rcgisters except for the 00 register are physically complemented; eg, the logical value of register 
3C is always 0, which means in hardware, the upper nybbles of locations $00E8003C and 
S00E8003E, or $FF00003C and SFF00013C, both retum all l ’s.

82  Register Bit Assignments

The actual register assignments are below. Most of the rcgisters are the same as for 
the Zorro II bus, but are included here anyway for completeness. The Amiga OS Software names 
for these rcgisters in the ExpansionRom or ExpansionControl stractures are included.
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Reg Z 2 Z 3  Bit

00 02 100 7,6 
(«■_Tn»)

5

4

3

2-0

04 06 104 7-0
(cr_Product)

08 0A 108 7

6

5

These bits encode the PIC type:
00 Reserved
01 Reserved
10 ZoitoIII
11 Zorro II

If this bit is set, the PIC’s memory will be linked into the System free pool. 
The Zorro m  register 08 may modify the size of the linked memory.

Setting this bit teils the OS to read an autoboot ROM.

This bit is set to indicate that the next board is related to this one; often 
logically separate PICs are physically located on the same card.

These bits indicate the configuration size of the PIC. This size can be 
modiüed for the Zorro m  cards by the size extension bit, which is the new 
meaning of bit 5 in register 08.

Bits Unextended Extended
000 8 megabytes 16 megabytes
001 64 kilobytes 32 megabytes
010 128 kilobytes 64 megabytes
011 256 kilobytes 128 megabytes
100 512 kilobytes 256 megabytes
101 1 megabyte 512 megabytes
110 2 megabytes 1 gigabyte
111 4 megabytes RESERVED

The de vice’s product number, which is completely up to the manufacturer. 
This is generally unique between different products, to help in 
idendfication of System cards, and it must be unique between devices 
using the automatic driver binding features.

This was originally an indicator to place the caxd in the 8 megabyte Zorro 
II space, when set, or anywhere it’ll fit, if cleaied. Under the Zorro in 
spec, this is set to indicate that the board is basically a memory de vice, 
cleared to indicate that the board is basically an I/O device.

This bit is set to indicate that the board can’t be shut up by Software, 
cleaied to indicate that the board can be shut up.

This is the size extension b it If cleaied, the size bits in register 00 mean 
the same as under Zorro II, if set, the size bits indicate a new size. The
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Ree Z2Z3 Bit

most common new Zorro HI sizes are the smaller oncs; all new <ri7*-d cards 
get aligned on their natural boundaries.

4 Reserved, must be 1 for all Zorro DI cards.

3-0 These bits indicate a board’s sub-size; the amount of memory actually 
required by a PIC. For memory boards that auto-link, this is the actual 
amount of memory that will be linked into the System free memory pool. 
A memory card, with memory stardng at the base address, can be 
automatically sized by the Operating System. This sub-size Option is 
intended to suppoft cards with variable Setups without requiring variable 
physical configuration capability on such cards. It also may greatly 
simplify a Zorro m  design, since 16 megabyte cards and up can be 
designed with a single latch and comparator for base address matching, 
while 8 megabyte and smaller PICs require large latch/comparator circuits 
not available in Standard TTL packages.

Bits Encoding
0000 Logical size matches physical size
0001 Automatically sized by the Operating System
0010 64kilobytes
0011 128kilobytes
0100 256 kilobytes
0101 512 kilobytes
0110 1 megabyte
0111 2megabytes
1000 4 megabytes
1001 6 megabytes
1010 8 megabytes
1011 10 megabytes
1100 12 megabytes
1101 14 megabytes
1110 Reserved
1111 Reserved

For boards that wish to be automatically sized by the operating System, a 
few rules apply. The memory is sized in 512K increments, and grows 
frorn the base address upwanL Memory wraps are detected, but the design 
must insure that its data bus doesn’t float when the sizing routine 
addresses memory locations that aren’t physically present on the board; 
data bus pullups or pulldowns are recommended. This feature is designed 
to allow boards to be easily upgraded with additional or increased density 
memoried without the need for memory configuration jumpers.
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Ree Z 2 Z 3  Bit

OC OE IOC 7-0 Reserved, must be 0.
(ar.RaacrrwKB)

10 12 110 7-0 Manufacturer’s number, high byte.
14 16 114 7-0 Manufacturer’s number, low bytes. These are unique, and can only be

(«r_M«aufacturar) assigned by Commodore.

18 1A 118 7-0 Optional serial number, byte 0 (msb)
IC  IE 11C 7-0 Optional serial number, byte 1
20 22 120 7-0 Optional serial number, byte 2
24 26 124 7-0 Optional serial number, byte 3 (lsb)

(«r_scri«iNumb*r) This is for the manufacturer’s use and can contain anything at all. The 
main intern is to allow a manufacturer to uniquely identify individual 
cards, but it can certainly be used for revision Information or other data.

28 2A 128 7-0 Optional ROM vector, high byte.
2C 2E 12C 7-0 Optional ROM vector, low byte.

(«.bttotafv«) if  ^  r o m  address valid bit (bit 4 of register (00102)) is set, these two 
registers provide the sixteen bit offset from the board’s base at which the 
Start of the ROM code is located. If the ROM address valid bit is cleared, 
these registers are ignored.

30 32 130 7-0
(cr_ReaerredOc)

Reserved, must be 0. Unsupported base register re set register under Zorro
n*.

34

38

3C

40

44
48

36 134 7-0
(er_ReserredOd)

3A 138 7-0
(er_ReeerredOe)

3E 13C 7-0
(*r_Rf*rredOr)

42 140 7-0
(ec_Iatcrnip<)

46 144 7-0 
4A 148 7-0
(«Z3Hl|U7te)
(« c _ la « A d d r w )

Reserved, must be 0.

Reserved, must be 0.

Reserved, must be 0.

Reserved, must be 0. Unsupported control state register under Zorro II«.

High Order base address register, write only.
Low order base address register, write only.
The high order register takes bits 31-24 of the board’s configured address, 
the low ordered resgister takes bits 23-16. For Zorro m  boaids configured 
in the Zorro II space, the configuration address is writsen hoch nybble and 
byte wide, with the ordering:

The original Zorro spocificarions called for a few registers, like these, that trmainod actrv« after oanfigm ban. Sapport for Aas is hnpossdsk, 
smoe the configuration registers genermlly diiappear when a board is oanfigniedL tod ahantmafy warn e o n  aat d  the SüüB Iixxi rpmem* So a n  
these couldn't reaDy be impfemeated in hardwäre, synem Software has never npponed theoL They’re indnded hon forhiatahcal pn pon s.
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Ree Z 2 Z 3  Bit

Reg Nybble Byte

46 A27-A24 N/A
44 A31-A2« A31-A24
4A A19-A16 N/A
48 Azj-Am AZ)>Al<

Note that wriüng to register 48 actually configures the board for both 
Zorro II and Zorro m  boards in the Zorro Q configuration block. For 
Zorro QI PICs in the Zorro QI configuration block, the action is slightly 
different. The Software will actually write the configuratiod as byte and 
word wide accesses:

Reg Byte Word

48 A23-A16 N/A
44 A31-A24 A31-A16

The actual configuration takes place when register 44 is written, thus 
supporting any physical size of configuration register. *

4C 4E 14C 7-0
(ec_Shutup)

Shut up register, write only. Anything written to 4C will cause a board 
that Supports shut-up to completely disappear until the next reset

50 52 150 7-0 Reserved, must be 0.
54 56 154 7-0 Reserved, must be 0.
58 5A 158 7-0 Reserved, must be 0.
5C 5E 15C 7-0 Reserved, must be 0.
60 62 160 7-0 Reserved, must be 0.
64 66 164 7-0 Reserved, must be 0.
68 6A 168 7-0 Reserved, must be 0.
6C 6E 16C 7-0 Reserved, must be 0.
70 72 170 7-0 Reserved, must be 0.
74 76 174 7-0 Reserved, must be 0.
78 7A 178 7-0 Reserved, must be 0.
7C 7E 17C 7-0 Reserved, must be 0.

*
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C hapter 9
ZORRO DI SIGNAL NAMES

"/ have been given the freedom todo a s l  see fit."
-REM

The Zorro HI Bus Signals vary based on the particular bus mode in effect This table lists each 
physical pin by physical name, and then by the logical names for Zorro II mode, Zorro m  mode, 
address phase, and Zorro HI data mode, data phase.

Pin
No.

Physical
Name

Zorro II
Name

Zorro HI
Address Phase

Zorro Hl 
Data Phase

1 Ground Ground Ground Ground
2 Ground Ground Ground Ground
3 Ground Ground Ground Ground
4 Ground Ground Ground Ground
5 +5VDC +5VDC +5VDC +5VDC
6 +5VDC +5VDC +5VDC +5VDC
7 /OWN /OWN /OWN /OWN
8 -5VDC -5VDC -5VDC -5VDC
9 /SLAVEn /SLAVEn /SLAVEn /SLAVEn
10 +12VDC +12VDC +12VDC +.12VDC
11 /CFGOUTn /CFGOUTn /CFGOUTn /CFGOUTn
12 /CFGINn /CFGINn /CFGINn /CFGINn
13 Ground Ground Ground Ground
14 /C3 /C3 Qock /C3 Qock /C3 Qock
15 CDAC CDAC Gock CDAC Clock CDAC Qock
16 /CI /CI Qock /CI Qock /CI Qock
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Pin
No.

Physical
Name

Zorro II
Name

Zorro Hl
Address Phase

Zorro m  
Data Phase

17 /CINH /OVR /CINH /CINH
18 /MTCR XRDY /MTCR /MTCR
19 /INT2 /INT2 /INT2 /INT2
20 -12VDC -12VDC -12VDC -12VDC
21 A3 A3 A3 A3
22 /INTö /INT« /INT« /INT«
23 Ä6 Aö A6 A6
24 A4 A4 A4 A4
25 Ground Ground Ground Ground
26 A3 A3 A3 A3
27 A2 A2 A2 A2
28 A7 A7 Ai An
29 /LOCK Ai /LOCK /LOCK
30 AD« As As Do
31 FCo FCo FCo FCo
32 AD9 A9 A9 Di
33 FCi FCi FCi FCi
34 AD10 A10 A10 Dl
35 FC2 F Q FC2 F Q
36 AD11 All All D3
37 Ground Ground Ground Ground
38 AD12 Al2 Al2 D4
39 ADn Al3 Al3 D3
40 Reserved (/EINT?) Reserved Reserved
41 ADu Au Am D«
42 Reserved (/EINTs) Reserved Reserved
43 ADlS Al5 Al5 D t
44 Reserved (/EINT4) Reserved Reserved
45 AD16 Alö Ai« Ds
46 /BERR /BERR /BERR /BERR
47 ADn Al7 Al7 D9
48 /MTACK (/VPA) /MTACK /MTACK
49 Ground Ground Ground Ground
50 E Qock E Clock E Qock E G ock
51 /DSo (/VMA) /DSo /DSo
52 AD18 Ais Ais D10
53 /RESET /RST /RESET /RESET
54 ADl9 Al9 Al9 Du
55 /HLT /HLT /HLT /HLT
56 AD20 A20 A20 D 12
57 ADn A n A22 D u
58 AD21 A n A21 Dl3
59 ADn An A23 Dl5
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Pin
No.

PhysicaJ
Name

Zorro EI
Name

Zorro m
Address Phase

Zorro HI 
Data Phase

60 /BRn /BRn /BRn /BRn
61 Ground Ground Ground Ground
62 /BGACK /BGACK /BGACK /BGACK
63 Albt Du A31 D3l
64 /BGn /BGn /BGn /BGn
65 ADw Du A30 D30

66 /DTACK /DTACK /DTACK /DTACK
67 AD29 Du A29 D29
68 READ READ READ READ
69 ADm Dl2 A23 D2S
70 /DS2 /LDS /DS2 /DS2
71 AD27 Du Ä27 D27
72 /DS3 /UDS /DSa /DS3
73 Ground Ground Ground Ground
74 /CCS /AS /CCS /CCS
75 SDo Do Reserved Dl6
76 AD26 D10 A26 D26
77 SDt Dt Reserved Dl7
78 AD25 D9 A25 D2S
79 SD2 D2 Reserved Du
80 AD24 Da A24 D24
81 SD3 Di Reserved Dl9
82 SDt Dt Reserved D23
83 SÜ4 D4 Reserved D20
84 SD* D6 Reserved D22
85 Ground Ground Ground Ground
86 SD5 Ds Reserved D21

87 Ground Ground Ground Ground
88 Ground Ground Ground Ground
89 Ground Ground Ground Ground
90 Ground Ground Ground Ground
91 SenscZ3 Ground Sense Z3 SenseZs
92 7M E7M 7M 7M
93 DOE DOE DOE DOE
94 /IORST /BUSRST /IORST /IORST
95 /BCLR /GBG /BCLR /BCLR
96 Reserved (/EINTt) Reserved Reserved
97 /FCS No Connect /FCS /FCS
98 /DSt No Connect /DSt /DSt
99 Ground Ground Ground Ground
100 Ground Ground Ground Ground
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C hapter 10
ENTRODUCTION TO THE LOCAL BUS

"What works for me might work for you"
•Jimmy Buffet

This article describes the 200-pin Local Bus Expansion Slot (also known as the 
Coprocessor Slot) of the A4000 and A3000 Amiga models. This expansion slot is designed to 
provide high speed access to the Amiga’s local, or 68030, bus. This slot is intended for high 
speed expansion devices that are generally very specific to the 68030 bus or need direct access to 
the local bus for other reasons. Such devices include alternate 680x0 family processors, cache 
memory boards, high speed bursting RAM expansion, and similar things.

10.1 Intended Audience

The Information presented here is for hardware engineers interested in designing cards 
for the Local Bus Slot A good level of microcomputer Systems design knowledge is necessaiy 
to get much meaning out of these pages. Especially important is familiarity with the 68030 
processor hardware conventions, as most of the Local Bus Slot is based directly on the 68030 
processor bus. These conventions are desaibed in the MC68030 User's Manual by Motorola 
(3rd Edition, Prentice-HalL ISBN 0-13-566423-3).

10J Why a Local Bus Slot?

The local bus slot was originaUy introduced on the Amiga 2000 and has served its 
intended purpose quite well on that System. On the A3000 and A4000 the slot has been 
expanded from 86 pins to 200 pins but serves the same basic purpose. Its main use is to allow 
the addition of a single, very tightly coupled expansion de vice, typically a high speed CPU, 
cache, or memory board. An alternate 680x0 family de vice, such as a 68040 processor, needs 
access to every 68030 Signal in order to properly replace the 68030 processor as a host for 
AmigaOS or UNIX. Cache memories or high-performance Fast memory need direct access to
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the 68030 bus to run as tightly coupled as possible to the 68030 processor on the motherboard. 
Most other typcs of expansion devices should be designed as Zorro n  or Zorn» HI expansion 
cards.

In any System design, you can make good arguments for a general purpose expansion 
bus, and good arguments for an extendable local bus. The Amiga philosophy is that both of 
these approaches are correct, and serve complementaiy needs. The kinds of devices that would 
work well in the Local Bus Slot are by their very nature tightly coupled to the System bus, which 
is of course based on the 68030 bus. Such devices are not expected to work in future Amiga 
Systems, which could easily have completely different local buses, and therefore, different local 
bus slots. Also, it’s impracdcal to provide a large number of such slots, since the local bus itself 
has right electrical limits on expandability. So a single local bus slot is provided.

103 Why an Expansion Bus Slot?

Most add-on cards for an A3000 or A4000 belong in a Zorro m  Expansion Bus Slot 
First of all, since there is only one Local Bus Slot it Stands to reason that only one such device 
can be added to any System, while four Zorro m  Expansion Bus slots are available on the A3000 
and A4000 models. The Zorro HI bus doesn’t permit the same degree of right coupling that the 
Local Bus Slot does, so it is not capable of supporring cache or other zero wait-state memory, 
and it can’t support a direct-replacement 68040. It does permit reasonable speeds, interrupts, bus 
locking, etc. so it is the place for high performance I/O devices, moderate speed add-on memory 
boards, processor devices such as DSP, Video, or RISC devices that coexist with the main 
processor, etc.

And of course, devices that are happy as slower 16-bit peripherals can be implemented as 
Zorro II cards and have the advantage of working in all Amiga Computers (including the A500 
and A l000 with the proper 3rd party bus adaptor or backplane). Details on the Zone m  bus are 
available in The Zorro HI Expansion Bus Speciiicarion in chapters 1-9 of this document and also 
listed in Appendix K (p. 383) of the Amiga Hardware Reference Manual, 3rd Edition (ISBN 
0-201-56776-8).
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C hapter 11
FUNCTIONALITY AND DESIGN GUIDELINES

'Time and distance are out of place here"
-REM

The Local Bus Expansion Slot provides Signals to implement both slave and master 
de vice s. Memory devices, including cache, are bus slaves, while CPU devices such are 680x0 
accelerator boards are bus masters. Any card may, at ümes, be either slave or master, and in a 
few cases, both at once.

11.1 Slave Devices

A slave device is a de vice that responds to the current local bus master. The local 
connector provides direct access to all local bus Signals, which include all 68030 Signals, plus a 
few additional Amiga-specific lines to allow a Local Bus Slot device to control the Amiga’s 
Local Bus.

Local Bus Slot slaves are not autoconfigured like a Zorro m  bus device, but instead are 
fixed in the address ränge from $08000000 to $offfffff. The Local Bus Slot Controller, the Fat 
Gary chip, provides a decode of this space on the signal /RAMSLOT which is valid at address 
time. This signal can be ignored and die address decoded by logic on the board if speed is an 
issue.

Local slave devices should also support the signal /CUN if they contain uncachable data. 
The Amiga OS expects anything mapped starting at $08000000 to be memory, and in fact, the 
fastest memory in the A3000 and A4000 Systems. The OS will automatically size and link in 
any memory it finds here, and place it in the System as the highe st priori ty memory available. To 
support control registers or other memory mapped resources on a Local Bus Card, locate them at 
least 512K above the $08000000 base, and the OS will ignore them.
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A Signal named /WATT is provided for Cache supporL Asserting this signal will disable 
address decoding of onboard Fast RAM by the RAM5EY Chip and Zorro TT/m bus accesses by 
the BUSTER chip. Constraints imposed by the 68030 allow only 18ns to determine a cache hit 
It is often more feasible to assert /STERM before knowing whether the cycle is a cache hit or 
cache miss and rerunning the cycle via /HALT and /BERR if it is a miss. To achieve this 
functionality any decoding of the first cycle by RAMSEY or BUSTER must be disabled by 
asserting /WAIT less than 10ns aftcr address valid. If the cycle is determined to be a cache miss, 
a rerun is inidated and wait deasserted for the secondary cycle. Assertion of /WAIT will keep 
/STERM, /CBACK, etc. tristated by BUSTER or RAMSEY and may be controlled by the cache 
control logic.

112 Master Devices
*

A Master Device is, of course, a device which masters the local bus, replacing the 
functions of the 68030 during its period of mastership. Bus mastership may be accomplished 
two ways depending on the desired functionality. The first mode, called primary mastership, 
totally disables the motherboard 68030 and its arbitration logic, essentially replacing the 68030 
with the local slot device. Such a device takes over full arbitration responsibüity for the whole 
System, and must Service all Interrupts.

The second mode, called secondary mastership, allows the on-board 68030 and the local 
bus accelerator board to share the bus, permitting multiprocessor capabilities or more traditional 
DMA from the local bus board. This protocol permits very fast switching between the local slot 
master and the motherboard 68030. In this mode, the 68030 is still responsible for bus 
arbitration.

11.2.1 Primary Bus Mastership

The primary bus mastership, or arbitration takeover mode, requires less logic to 
implement and may be preferred in most implementations. In the absence of multiprocessing 
Software support, this is the mode of choice, and corresponds to the way in which most A2000 
local slot cards worked.

The local bus card asserts /CBR at power on to the motherboard which in tum asserts /BR 
to the motherboard 68030. Upon receiving /BG30 from the motherboard the local card asserts 
/BOSS. Logic on the motherboard uses /BOSS to force /BGACK30 low to the 68030 only and 
not the shared local bus /BGACK. In addition the assertion of /BOSS tristates /BG on the 
motherboard and in tum the local card should untristate and source its /BG.

The local card is now the default bus master and arbiter -  it must provide arbitration for 
the local bus, based on the 68030 bus arbitration rules. The onboard 68030 is bus arbitrated 
away and never regains the bus. PAL equations to implement this are givcn in Figure 11-1. All 
PAL equations are active high and should be inverted in the output stage of the PAL for active 
low assertion.
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/* Alwaya assert Coprocessor Bus Request. */
CBR - ' b ' l ;

/ *  The Boss Signal. "poweron_reaet" is a aignal sourced by the local card and 
is aaaerted for a few hundred nanoaeconda after poweron. Thia cleara the 
feedback path on the pal and may be generated by an RC network which is 
alewrate cleaned by a achmitt trigger device. * /

BOSS - BG30 # BOSS 6 !poweron_reset;

/ *  The Grant Signal. "local_cardL_bg" ia sourced by the local card in
compliance to the Operation of arbitration defined in the 68030 users 
manual. */

BG - local_card_bg;

BG.oe - BOSS; *
Figure 77-7: Primary Mode Takeover PAL Equations

Actual timing for takeover mode is not given since all Signals are inherently 
asynchronous. The untristadng of /BG should be later than the tristating of /BG on the 
motherboard to minimize contention on that signal.

112.2 Secondary Bus Mastership

The secondary bus acquisidon mode uses the 68030 arbiter to provide cycle arbitration 
between the Local Bus Slot card and the motherboard DMA. Since the 68030 provides only a 
single bus request input, a scheme rcferred to as fast arbitration is used between the local card 
and all other DMA sources, which are controlled via the BUSTER chip. Bus request is an open 
collector line which is time multiplexed between the local card and BUSTER. On a positive 
edge of CPUCLK, BUSTER will assert /BR if it requires the bus and /BR is not already asserted 
by the local bus card. On the negative transition of CPUCLK, the local bus card may assert/BR 
if it is not already asserted by BUSTER. This scheme allows both masters to share a single bus 
request and also requires only 20ns to resolve the master arbitration. This mode is very efficient 
but forces the local card to use high speed logic since the time between clock edges is so short

It is strongly suggested that the above logic be incorporated in a 7.5ns or faster registered 
PAL connected to a F38 open collector device. Qock skew between the clock to this PAL and 
CPUCLK is critical and it is advised that the local card generale and source clocks to the 
motherboard, especially if CPUCLK is needed elsewhere on the card; load on CPUCLK at the 
Local Bus Slot must be kept to a minim um to avoid mucking with the local bus timing. Skew 
between CPUCLK and the clock driving this PAL should be less than 2ns. The PAL equations 
for /BR are given in Figure 11-2.

After receiving /BG from the motherboard 68030 the local card drives /BGACK (open 
collector) and assumes mastership of the bus. It may keep the bus for multiple cycles but should 
not hog the bus for extended periods unless it relinquishes the bus when DMA request is asserted 
by BUSTER. Hogging the bus may cause adverse Operation of the System. Be aware that the
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/* This is the BR_LOCAL aignal, which is an activ« output fed into a 74f38, or 
other open collector äquivalent buff er, to produce /BR. /BR ia the raw bua 
requeat from the local bua connector (Jceep thia trace ahort on the local 
card). WANTBUS ia the requeat from the local card which deaaaerta after it 
aeea BR_LOCAL aaaerted. BGACK_LOCAL ia /BGACK aaaerted by the local card. 
RESET ia any reaet aignal uaed to prevent poweron latchup of BR_LOCAL. */

BR_LOCAL.d - !BR 4 !BR_LOCAL 4 WANTBUS
# BR_LOCAL 4 !BGACK_LOCAL 4 !RESET;

Figure 11-2: Secondary Mode Takeover PAL Equations

local bus Signals must be tristated (/AS, /DSACK, Address, Data, etc.) prior to deasserting 
/BGACK. In addiüon the local card must not drive the bus or /BGACK until /AS, /DSACK, 
/BERR, /HALT, etc. have deasserted. In other words, Standard 680x0 bus arbitration rules apply.

It is generally assumed that any secondary bus master mode Local Bus Slot de vice will 
attempt to prevent undue bus hogging at the design level. This implies either a coprocessor 
de vice of some Idnd that makes only periodic requests of the bus, or a CPU Subsystem that 
contains its own local cache or memory. Any de vice that requires the mastering of the local bus 
for very long periods of time should be a primary mode bus master.

It is extremely important that the bus master timing from the local card emulate Operation 
o f a 25MHz or 16MHz 68030 chip exactly as defined by the MC68030 U sefs Manual (ISBN 
0-13*566423-3). The bus control Chips currendy incorporate burst cycles and cache coherency 
Signals (/CBN) and futune enhancements may incorpome rcrun cycles. Signals received by the 
local card from the motherboard provide only the minimum setup and hold required by a 68030. 
Do not assume for example that data Setup from the motherboard will not significandy change, 
i.e., data setup from Fast RAM on subsequent cycles of a burst is much less than a typical 
non-burst cycle.

In addidon to the 68030 specifications, the Amiga local bus adds oae additional 
constraint Slave devices should should hold data through the end of cycle, regaidless of whether 
the cycle is terminated by /STERM or the /DSACK lines. In other words, only the current bus 
master really knows when a cycle has completed. Obviously, bunt cycles are an exception to 
this; they follow the Standard 68030 rules in dealing with data hold times.

11.3 Clock generation

The A3000 and A4000 motherboards provide links to disable generation of CPUCLK and 
CLK90. This allows the Local Bus Slot card to maintain better clock skew relationships between 
its own logic and that of the motherboard, and is especially important if the local bus card 
depends upon being synchronous to the motherboard clocks. Just as with the A2000 local bus 
slot, both synchronous and asynchronous designs are possible, but synchronous designs are much 
more timing-critical than on the A2000.
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If a local bus card drives the clock lines the appropriate jumpen must be moved on the 
motherboard. CLK90 must be a clock 90* out o f phase frora CPUCLK- It is typically generated 
from a 5 tap 25ns delay line where CLK90 is the 10ns tap when running the System at 25Mhz 
and CLK90 is the 15ns tap when at 16Mhz. Note that these clocks are fed through a 74f08 to 
provide clocking to the motherboaitL If the skew generated by the f08 is unacceptable (as in fast 
arbitration) the socketed f08 may be removed and replaced by a header which shorts the 
appropriate inputs to Outputs, though it is the responsibility of the local bus card at that point to 
make suie acceptable versions o f CPUCLK and CLK90 exist everywhere on the motherboard. 
Again careful layout o f the clock eixeuitry is essential for reliable Operation.

11.4 Local Bus Design Criteria

Any design which plugs into the Local Bus Slot connector must comply to some basic 
design rules.

□  Any design which plugs into the Local Bus Slot connector must comply to some basic 
design rules.

□  Due to inductance in the 200-pin connector to VCC and GND it is very imporant to 
provide ample bypass capacitance in order to maintain good DC VCC and GND levels.

□  All Signals from this connector are unbuffered and should not be heavily loaded. A good 
rule is 2 TTL loads. In addition receivers and drivers should be located near the 
connector and any connector signal should not run over 4 inches in length from the 
connector before entering or leaving a driver or receiver.

□  Clock generation is especially critical. Keep traces short, ECL routing rules should be 
followed if possible. Fan out multiple clocks from a single die to minim ize loading per 
clock. Light damping resistors minimize radiation but cause clock distortion, so tune the 
values carefully.

□  Keep in mind that current draw in the A3000 and A4000 is tight so use CMOS and 
powerdown DRAM modes when possible. New FCT devices use significantly lower 
current than F and run faster. A local bus card should draw no more than 2 Amps @
5 VDC.

□  Be aware of heat dissipadon issues especially on very high speed microprocessors.

□  Noise test local bus cards and ensure good AC signal quality since a nasty signal will get 
nasder after passing through an induedve connector to the motherboard. And keep in 
mind that any noise a local card injects into the System will make the endre System less 
reliable.
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□  Local bus card moundng holes are plated through to ground on the A3000 and A4000 
mothcrboard and providc an additional low inductance path to ground. Use this path to 
minimire ground bounce relative to the motherboard.
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C hapter 12
LOCAL BUS SIGNAL DESCRIPTIONS

'There’s a name for it
And names make all the difference in the worid"

•David Byrne

The Signals on the Local Bus Slot can be broken down into several categories. Some of 
these are in common with the 68030, some are specific to this slot. The pinout is listed at the end 
of this chapter.

12.1 Power Connections

These Signals provide digital supply levels to the local bus card. There are quite a few of 
both levels on the physical connector; generally at least one for every two or three Signal pins.

Digital Ground (GND)
This is the digital supply ground used by all digital devices in the System. The local bus 
card gets GND though its mounting posts as well as the connector pins.

Digital Supply (+5VDC)
This is the digital supply. This is specified as +5VDC +/- 5%. The System power budget 
allocates up to 2 Amps for this slot.

12.2 System Initialization
These Signals are driven by the motherboard logic to initialize the System; local bus cards 

should listen as appropriate.

/RESET
This is an open-collector Signal driven by the System reset logic or, indircctly, any CPU 
device that needs to reset the I/O Subsystem. Local bus cards generally don’t use this, 
though it can be used to reset I/O devices or hold the main System in reset if necessary.
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/FPURST
This active input is driven by the System reset logic to indicate the full CPU register reset 
condition.

/CPURST
This open-collector Signal is driven by the System reset logic to indicate a full CPU 
register reset condition to the CPU, and can be driven by the CPU to cause an I/O reset in 
the rest o f the System.

123  68030 Signals

All of these Signals are directly connected to the 68030, and more Information on them is 
available in the 68030 User's Manual. Most of these must be driven or sampled by any local slot 
DMA device.

Address Bus (A31 - A0)
The 32-bit processor address bus, driven by the bus master, tristated by inactive masters. 

Data Bus (D31 - DO)
The 32-bit processor data bus, driven by the bus master for writes, the slave for reads. 
This is tristated when outside of a bus cycle (JAS is negated).

Function Codes (FC2 - FCO)
An address bus extension, driven by the bus master, tristated by inactive masters. Most 
slaves respond only to FCO + FC1.

Bus Size (SIZ1 SIZO)
Data bus size request, driven by the bus master, tristated by inactive masters.

Cycle Strobes (/AS, /DS)
/AS indicated the Start of a bus cycle and valid addresses, /DS indicates valid data for 
write cycles. Both are driven by the bus master, tristated by inactive bus masters.

Read Indicator (R/W)
Driven by this bus master, this tristated signal is high to indicate a read, low to indicate a 
write.

Read-Modify-Write Cycle (/RMC)
This line is asserted by the bus master to effect a bus lock; while it is active, no bus 
arbitration takes place, and shared memory coprocessors (except Agnus) stay out of the 
memory involved in the transaction.
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Othcr Strebes (JECS, /OCS, /DBEN)
These are additional 68030 stobes that aren’t used by the Amiga and theiefore, don’t have 
to be driven by a local bus master. They are provided here for the possible use of any 
slave de vice that wants them; see the 68030 User's Manual for signal details.

Burst Control (/CBREQ, /CBACK)
The local bus slave diives /CBREQ to indicate that its capable of supporting a burst 
cycle. The local bus master responds with /CBACK to indicate that it can run a burst 
cycle.

Cache Control (/CIIN, /QOUT)
The bus slave drives the /CIIN line to indicate that the curnently addressed location is 
uncachable. The bus master drives /CIOUT to indicate that the current location is 
uncachable, based on MMU tables as well as /CIIN.

Cycle Termination (/STERM, /DSACK, /DSACK, /AVEC).
The bus slave drives either /STERM or one or more /DTACKs to normally terminate a 
cycles. The combination of DSACK lines indicates the bus port size; /STERM can only 
be generated by 32-bit-port slaves. The /AVEC line is driven by local bus logic to 
terminate an interrupt asknowledge cycle with an autovector radier than a device-supplied 
vector.

Interrupts (JTPL2 - /IPLO)
Encoded interrupt inputs. These are generally serviced only by the primary bus master, 
though other schemes are possible with the proper Software Support. They are inputs; 
they can’t ever be driven by a slave or a master.

Interrupt Pending (/IPEND)
Driven by the 68030 to indicate that there is a pending interrupt to be serviced. A 
secondary bus master may use this as an indication to let the 68030 back onto the local 
bus, if the 68030 is handüng the interrupts.

Exceptions (/HALT, /BERR)
/HALT driven alone causes the CPU to stop; generally this is used by single-stepping 
emulators. /HALT driven with /RESET indicates a full 68000 style reset, and is 
consideied archaic on the A3000 and A4000 local bus. /BERR driven alone indicates 
some kind of bus error, generally a bus collision or timeout /BERR and /HALT driven 
together indicate a bus retry.
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12.4 Bus Arbitration Signals

These are the Signals used to arbiträre the local bus in the ways previously described, 
supporting both primary and secondary bus masters.

Bus Requests (/BR, /CBR)
The both the /BR and /CBR line cause the bus to be requested from the 68030. The /BR 
line is for secondary bus masters, and it is a time multiplexed open collector line shared 
with a similar /BR output from the Buster Chip. The /CBR line causes a rcquest to go to 
the 68030, and once the primary arbitration is completed, the new primary master on the 
Local Bus Slot must deal with incoming /BR Signals from Buster.

SCSI Bus Request (/SBR) ”
This line allows the local bus card to monitor when the SCSI devices wants the bus; this 
is primarily used as an indicator to secondary masters to give up the local bus.

Bus Grants (/BG, /BG30)
The /BG line is the main local bus grant Signal. It is normally generated by the 68030, 
but when a primary master takes over, this line will tristate, allowing the primary master 
to drive /BG in response to an incoming /BR. The /BG30 line is the bus grant line 
coming directly from the 68030 Chip.

Bus Grant Acknowledges (/BGACK, /BOSS)
The /BGACK signal is the main bus grant acknowledge, shared by Buster and the 
DMAC. Secondary masters drive /BGACK to acquire the local bus. The /BOSS signal is 
a private /BGACK-equivalent to the 68030, used by a primary bus master to acquire the 
bus from the 68030.

Bus Clear Request (/EBCLR)
This is a signal from the bus arbiter, indicadng that some other bus master wants the local 
bus. This is generally used by a secondary bus master as an indicator of when to get off 
the bus.

12.5 Other Local Bus Signals

Local Slot Memory Decode (/RAMSLOT)
This is an address based Chip select for the region of memory allocated to the local bus 
Slot, $ 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 -$ 0 fffffff .

Emulator Mode (/EMUL)
This signal can be driven by local bus slot emulator devices to pull the /CDIS and 
/MMUDIS lines on the 68030, thereby disabling the cache and MMU for debugging 
purposes.
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Cycle Wait (/WATT)
This linc is asserted by a bus monitoring device, such as a cache, to hold off cycle Start by 
either the memory Controller (RAMSEY) or expansion bus Controller (BUSTER). This 
gives the device time to determine if it owns that address, retry the cycle, or anything eise 
necessary to Support cache and similar Idnds o f devices.

FPU Chip Select (/FPUCS)
This is a decode for the Coprocessor Device 1, the FPU, generated by the Gary Chip.

12.6 Clocks

This section details the Amiga System clocks available at the Local Bus Slot, the clocking 
alternatives available to a local bus device, and various clock control lines to facilitate this 
control.

System Qocks (CPUCLK, CLK90)
These are the main Amiga System clocks. CPUCLK is a 16MHz or 25MHz clock, 
depending on the System configuration, and is the main System, CPU, and FPU clock. 
CLK90 is CPUCLK shifted 90*.

Extemal Qocks (EXTCLK, EXT90)
These clocks can be driven to replace the on-board clocks to the main System. 
Motherboard jumpers can be arranged to peimit the use of these clocks.

12.7 Amiga 3000T Signals

These Local Bus Slot Signals appear only in the tower Version of the A3000, the A3000T. 

System Qock Steal (DIS_CLKS)
This implements an altemate clock replacement method. When the DIS_CLKS line is 
driven high, the replacement clocks can be driven onto the local bus. This eliminates the 
need for any j um per adjustments to be made on the motherboard when a clock sourcing 
board is installed.

Replacement Clocks (ECPUCLK, ECPUCLKB, ECLK90, ECLK90A)
These are replacement main System clocks, and their 90* counteiparts, that can be directly 
driven onto the local bus when DIS.CLKS is asserted.

CPU Qock Steal (DIS_CLK30, ECLK30)
This allows the 68030 clock to be driven from the local bus, again for skew reduction or 
other such tricks. When DIS.CLK30 is asserted, ECLK30 can be driven by local bus 
card logic.
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12JJ Amiga 4000 Signals

These local bus slot signals appear in the A4000 version of the Amiga only.

Interrupt 6 Out (/INT6)
This is the shared level six intemipt line. It can be driven by a Local Bus Slot device to 
interrupt the host CPU.

Interrupt 2 Out (/INT2)
This is the shared level two interrupt line. It can be driven by a Local Bus Slot device to 
interrupt the host CPU.

SCSI (/SCSI)
Address decode from GARY for $ooddoooo -  $oodd3fff of user and Supervisor space. 
Reserved.

DMA Enable (/DMAEN)
Tums on DMA counter in RAMSEY. Reserved.
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12.9 Local Bus Connector Pinout

Here is a complete list of the pins and Signals on the local bus connector. For a 
descripdon of the Signals see the preceding section. A more complete description of the Standard 
68030 inputs and Outputs is available from the 68030’s User Manual (ISBN 0-13-566423-3).

The local bus connector is a two-piece, 200-pin, high-density connector. It is made by 
KEL. Be very careful with connecdon direcdon and pinout when doing board layouts.

Pin/ Signal Name Pin/ Signal Name
1 /DSACK1
2 Ground
3 Ground
4 /HALT
5 R/W
6 Ground
7 Ground
8 /BGACK
9 /SBR
10 Ground
11 Ground
12 /AVEC
13 EXT90
14 +5 VDC
15 +5 VDC
16 /RAMSLOT
17 /BOSS
18 +5 VDC
19 +5 VDC
20 FC [0]
21 /STERM
22 +5 VDC
23 +5 VDC
24 FC [1]
25 /BR
26 +5 VDC
27 +5 VDC
28 /CBACK
29 /BERR

35 Ground
36 A [0]
37 A [9]
38 Ground
39 Ground
40 A [1]
41 A [10]
42 Reserved
43 /INT6
44 A [2]
45 A [11]
46 Reserved
47 Ground
48 A [3]
49 A [12]
50 Ground
51 Ground
52 A [4]
53 A [13]
54 Reserved
55 /WATT
56 A [5]
57 A [14]
58 Reserved
59 Ground
60 A [6]
61 A [15]
62 Ground
63 Ground

30 Reserved (DIS_CLKS on A3000T) 64 A [7]
31 /EMUL 65 A [16]
32 /CBREQ 66 /SCSI
33 A [8] 67 /DMAEN
34 Reserved (ECLK30 on A3000T) 68 A [24]

(ECLK90A on A3000T) 
(Unused in A3000/A3000T)

(ECLK90 on A3000T)

(ECPUCLKB on A3000T)

(ECPUCLKA on A3000T)

(Unused in A3000/A3000T) 
(Unused in A300G/A3000T)
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Pin/ Signal Name Pin/ Signal Name
69 A [17] 113 /EBCLR
70 Reserved (DIS_CLK30 in A3000T) 114 Reserved
71 G round 115 Ground
72 A [25] 116 /IPEND
73 A [18] 117 /RESET
74 Ground 118 Ground
75 Ground 119 Ground
76 A [26] 120 /IPL[0]
77 A [19] 121 SIZ0
78 Reserved 122 Ground
79 Reserved 123 Ground
80 A [27] 124 /IPL[1]
81 A [20] 125 FC [2]
82 /INT2 (Unused in A3000/A3000D 126 CLK90.EXP
83 Ground 127 Ground
84 A [28] 128 /IPL [2]
85 A [21] 129 S E I
86 Ground 130 Ground
87 Ground 131 Ground
88 A [29] 132 /CHN
89 A [22] 133 /AS
90 Reserved 134 /FPU CS
91 /DSACK0 135 CPUCLK.EXP
92 A [30] 136 /OCS
93 A [23] 137 D [31]
94 +5 VDC 138 Ground
95 +5 VDC 139 Ground
96 A [31] 140 D [15]
97 /DS 141 D [30]
98 +5 VDC 142 Ground
99 +5 VDC 143 Ground
100 /ECS 144 D [14]

145 D [29]
101 /CIOUT 146 Reserved
102 +5 VDC 147 /CBR
103 +5 VDC 148 D [13]
104 /OBEN 149 D [28]
105 /BG 150 Reserved
106 +5 VDC 151 Ground
107 +5 VDC 152 D [12]
108 /RMC 153 D [27]
109 /CPURST 154 Ground
110 /FPURST 155 Ground
111 Reserved 156 D [11]
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Pin / Signal Name
157 D [26]
158 Reserve«!
159 /BG30
160 D [10]
161 D [25]
162 Resreved
163 Ground
164 D[9]
165 D [24]
166 Ground
167 Ground
168 D[8]
169 D [16]
170 Reserved
171 Reserved
172 D[0]
173 D [17]
174 +5 VDC
175 +5 VDC
176 D [1]
177 D [18]
178 +5 VDC
179 +5 VCD
180 D[2]
181 D [19]
182 +5 VDC
183 +5 VDC
184 D[3]
185 D [20]
186 +5 VDC
187 +5 VDC
188 D [4]
189 D [21]
190 Ground
191 Ground
192 D[5]
193 D [22]
194 Ground
195 Ground
196 D [6]
197 D [23]
198 Ground
199 Ground
200 D[7]
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C hapter 13
LOCAL BUS FORM FACTORS

"As you will see from my drawing, everything viewed through 
them is reversed and appears in mirror image."

-M. C. Escher

The form factors for a card that plugs into the local bus slot of the A4000 and A3000 are 
shown on the next two pages. The drawing for the A4000 shows the dimensions of the 68040 
coprocessor card supplied by Commodore. Note that these are not the maximum dimensions.

The form factor drawing for the A3000 shows the maximum dimensions for that System. 
The connector used for the local slot is a KEL 200-pin. Plug in cards use the male edge.
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13.1 A4000 Local Bus Slot Form Factor (68040 Coprocessor Board)
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13.2 A3000 Local Bus Slot Form Factor

25.40 fl.CQl !
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C hapter 14
THE AMIGA VIDEO SLOT

"I like to watch."
•Chauncey Gardener

This section details the Signals found on the internal video slot of the Amiga 2000, 3000 
and 4000 models. The video slot consists of two in-line, female edge connectors mechanically 
similar to the slot extension connectors of an IBM PC-AT.

14.1 Evolution o f the Amiga Video Slot

Originally the video slot was designed to provide the same functionality as the extemal 
23-pin video connector but in a form that could
intemally house video boards such as modulators, 
genlocks and so on. This design required only a 
single 36-pin connector and the earliest models of the 
A2000 (4-layer board) do not have a second video 
connector in-line with the first. Vexy few of these A2000 vldso slot with 1 oonnsctor (obsolsts)
early models were manufactured.

In later versions of the A2000, the video slot was expanded by adding a second 36-pin 
connector. A similar design was used in the A3000.
So, in all A3000s and almost all A2000s, the video
slot consists of two in-line, 36-pin female edge
connectors. These contain all the signals available on 
the extemal video connector, plus all 12 bits of digital 
color and additional Signals.

In the A3000, the Orientation of the slots was A2000 vldso slot wfth 2 connsctors
changed because of the addition of the expansion
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daughterboard (see figure at right) but thcy slots work 
the same way as in the A2000. The arrangement of 
the expansion daughterboard used in the A3000 
allows the video connectors to be in-line with a Zorro 
ID expansion bus connector. Thus there is the 
potential for creating combination cards or more 
exotic video applications than previously possible in 
the Amiga 2000 System.

The video slot in the A4000 is very similar to the video slot in the A2000 and A3000 
except that the second female edge connector has 54 pins instead of 36. The extra pins on the 
second connector brings out the additional 12 bits of 
RGB color available with the AA Chip set. As with 
the A3000, an expansion daughterboard is used 
allowing the video connectors to be oriented so that 
they are in line with a Zorro III expansion bus 
connector. Also note that the video slot is positioned 
at the bottom of the daughterboard on the A4000 
instead of the top as on the A3000.

It is possible to create a single plug-in-card that is compatible with all three Amiga 
models, but there are some mechanical complications. For one thing, the mounting bracket 
which attaches the video card to the opening at the back of the A4000 has been standardized 
(Bracket G44 Basic Blank, Globe Manufacturing). The old bracket used in the A2000 and the 
A3000 is not compatible (it is too large and bumps into the outer casework of the A4000).

The other problem is accessing all the new pins in the second video connector of the 
A4000. A video card with two sets of fingers designed for the A4000 will not fit into the smaller 
slots of the A2000 and A3000. The solution is to use three sets of fingers on the video card. 
That way the card will fit into the A2000 and A3000 while still having access to the new pins in 
the A4000. See the form factor drawings in chapter 2 of this section for details.

14.2 Video Slot Connector 1

Video slot connector #1 is the slot closest to the rear of the machine (see figurcs above). 
It is present on all models of the A2000, A3000 and A4000.

14.2.1 Power Connections

The video slot provides several different voltages for use by video cards. In all Amiga 
models, there is a single power supply for the main board and all other expansion ports as well as 
the video slot. The A2000 power supply is rated at 200 watts, the A3000 at 135 watts, the 
A3000T at 280 watts and the A4000 at 150 watts.

A4000 vfdao slot on daughtsrboard

A3000 vldso slot on daughterboard
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Video Ground
Video supply ground used by all Video devices and the internal video circuitry. The 
Video and Digital grounds are common Signals on all Amiga models except for a few 
very early A2000s (4-layer motherboard). This is available on pins 9,12,13,17,20,21, 
24 and 32.

Main Supply (+5V).
Main digital level power supply for the video slot. This can supply large currents, on 
the Order of 2 Amps or so. The maximum supply current for the entire A4000 System 
is 20 Amps for all devices that use +5V including the motherboard. For the A3000, 
about 0.75 Amps is available for video with 17 Amps available for the whole System. 

For theA2000, about 2 amps is available for video. Pins 6 and 8 on the A2000 
and A3000. Pins 6, 8 and 35 on the A4000.

Negative Suppy (-5V).
Negative Version of the main supply, for small current loads only; there’s a total of 
0.2 Amps for the entire A4000 System. (For the A3000,0.2 Amps; for the A2000,
0.3 Amps.) Pin 31.

High Voltage Supply (+12V).
Higher voltage supply, intended for small loading only; there’s total of 4 Amps (8 amp 
surge) for the entire A4000 System, much of which is normally devoted to floppy and 
hard disk drive motors. (For the A3000 3 Amps; for the A2000 8 Amps). Pin 10.

14.2.2 Clock Signals

These are various clock Signals useful for synchronous timing of video peripherals.

/CI Clock
For NTSC, this is a 3.58 MHz clock that is synced to the falling edge of the 7.16 MHz 
System clock. Also known as /CCK in some places. For PAL, thesc frequencies are 
3.55 MHz and 7.09 MHz respectively. Pin 34.

/C4 Clock
For NTSC, this is a 3.58 MHz clock synced to the rising edge of the 7.16 MHz CDAC 
clock. For PAL, these frequencies are 3.55 MHz and 7.09 MHz respectively. Pin 19.

Extemal Clock (XCLK./XCLKEN)
The video slot provides for an extemal System clock, generally used to cause the entire 
Amiga System to become synchronized to something extemal. This should be something 
very close to the 28.64 MHz clock normally used to drive the System; the value used for 
XCLK can be a somewhat higher frequency, although anything too high will cause 
memory and other System timings to breakdown. XCLK will only be engaged as the 
System clock when /XCLKEN is asserted. XCLK is found on pin 33, /XCLKEN is on 
pin 16. There is no fixed phase relationship between XCLK and internal clocks and 
video Outputs. Video interfaces must synchronize to the output clocks/video.
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14.2.3 V ideosignals

Access to the video Signals are the main point of having the video slot. Most of these are 
also found on the 23-pin extemal video connector.

Analog Video
This is the analog RGB output, which consists of Red, Green and Blue Signals, each of 
which generates a 0.7V p-p, 47 ohm terminated analog output. Found, respectively, on 
pins 7,11 and 15.

Digital Video
These Signals serve as digital output suitable for use with an IBM or Commodore 
128-style, 4-bit digital (RGBl), color or monochrome monitor. Each of these Outputs is 
47 ohm terminated. The pin assignments are Digital Red on pin 29, Digital Green 
on pin 27, Digital Blue on pin 25, and Digital Intensity on pin 23. The digital Red, Green 
and Blue are made up of the most significant bits of the 12 or 24 bit video. Intensity is 
the "middle" bit of the Blue bits.

Blank (BLANK)
Specifies those dmes during the display when the video should be blanked. A4000 and 
AA machines only. Pin 26.

Separate Sync (/HSYNC/VSYNC).
These are the separate, bidirectional, 47 ohm terminated video frame synchronizadon 
clocks. The horizontal sync, /HSYNC, is on pin 22; the vertical sync, /VSYNC, is on pin 
26. As the names imply, these sync Signals are active low.

Composite Sync (/CSYNC)
This is a digital Signal that combines /HSYNC and /VSYNC. Pin 14.

Old Composite Sync (COMP SYNC)
Analog sync Signal for the composite video. Not present on the A4000 and AA 
machines. Pin 28.

Burst
NTSC/PAL colorburst. To obtain the correct PAL colorburst signal, the video plug-in 
card must multipy this signal by 1.25 (i.e., 3.55*1.25 = 4.433 MHz). Pin 18.

Pixel Switch (/PIXELSW).
Background color indicator (color 0) on a pixel by pixel basis. 47 ohm terminated, 
/PIXELSW. Pin 30.
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14.2.4 Audio Signals

Along with access to video Signals, audio Signals are also available on video slot #1.

Audio (LINELF, LINERT)
The audio Signals are the Left and Right audio channels, on pins 3 and 4, respecdvely. 
This is the audio Signal passed through the Amiga’s low pass filter. (Raw audio is 
available on the second video connector, pins 34 and 36.)

14.2.5 New A4000 Signals (Formerly Reserved for Future Expansion)

The video slot implemented in the A2000 and A3000 has pins 1, 2, 5, 35 and 36 reserved for 
future expansion. In the A4000, all these reserved pins are in use as described below.

PSTROBE
Most of the Signals of the parallel port (Centronics connector) are brought out on the 
second video connector, pins 23-30. The parallel port handshake line, PSTROBE, 
completes the set. This is available only on pin 36 of the first video connector of the 
A4000. In the A2000 and A3000, this pin is reserved.

Pixel Synchronous Clock (C280)
This Signal on the A4000 provides a clock synchronized with the pixels coming out of 
Denise allowing digital video boards without the phase-lock loop circuitry required on 
earlier Amiga models. Pin 5 of the A4000 only.

RGB 16 and RGB 17.
The second video connector provides complete RGB Signals on the A2000 and A3000 (4 
bits each of R, G and B). But on the A4000, there are 24 bits of RGB color (8 bits each 
of R, G and B) so there are 12 new Signals to bring out. Most of these new signals 
appear on pins 45-54 of the second video connector but RGB 16 (Red bit 0) and RGB 17 
(Red bit 1) appear on pins 1 and 2 respectively of the first video connector.

14.3 Video Slot C onnector 2 (closest to the front of the machine)

The main puiposc of the second video slot is to bring out all the RGB color information 
from the Denise custom Chip. On the A2000 and A3000, there are a total of 12 bits of RGB 
color information (4 bits each of R, G and B). On the A4000 there are 24 bits of color 
information (8 bits each of R, G and B).

14.3.1 Additional Video Signals

Composite Video (non-AA)
This is the analog level, monochrome comosite video signal also available on the 
Composite Video jack. Pin 13. Changed to SOG on AA machines.
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Sync on Green (SOG)
Sync on green bit brogrammable via the Copper. A4000 and AA machines only. Pin 13. 

Digital Video
Signals on this connector combine with Signals on the first connector to provide 12 bits of 
RGB color informadon on the A2000 and A3000 or 24 bits o f RGB color information on 
the A4000. The timing of digital video is not dghtly specified on the A2000 and A3000. 
(On those Systems, a phase-lock loop Circuit is required to synchronize with the digital 
video signals.) On the A4000, pin 5 of the first video connector (C280) provides a 
pixel-synchonous clock for digital video boards.

For 12-bit RGB (non-AA), the Red, Green and Blue bits are R0-R3, G0-G3 and B0-B3, 
respectively. These bits appear on the first connector and the first 36 pins of the second 
connector. R3, G3 and B3 are the most significant bits of color informadon.

For 24-bit video (AA), the Red, Green and Blue bits are R0-R7, G0-G7 and B0-B7, 
respectively. The extra 4 bits per color provide greater color resolution. Therefore, the 4 
least significant bits of each color are the new bits and appear on the new pins in the 
second video connector. Also some unused pins of the original connector space have 
some of these new bits. Note that the bits that were R0-R3, G0-G3 and B0-B3 on a 
12-bit (non-AA) System are now called R4-R7, G4-G7 and B4-B7 on a 24-bit (AA) 
System.

Light Pen (/UPEN)
This is an input to the Agnus light pen input. This Signal should go low in response to the 
lighting of a pixel on a video display monitor. The Agnus Chip latches the raster position 
that was in effect when the /LPEN Signal goes low, so an application can follow the 
Position of a light pen on the screen. Pin 19.

14.3.2 Additional Audio Signals

Raw Audio (RAWLF, RAWRT)
These are the left and right audio channels before they’re passed through the low passs 
filter on output. For many applications, the audio sampling rate is low, and as such 
requires a low pass filter to be in place at fc = 6 kHz or so, to prevent audio aliasing. 
However, higher sampling rates are possible, and in such cases a much higher filtering 
frequency is reuired for best possible sound. The raw audio, left on pin 33 and right on 
pin 35, is buffered but unfiltered.

Filter Cutoff (/LED)
This is the /LED port line and also Controls the two pole low pass filter on the Standard 
audio channels. When asserted, the filter is in place; when negated the filter is bypassed. 
This is an input to the connector, useful to allow any Audio/Video card to monitor the 
audio filtering state. Pin 31.
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14.3.3 Additional Grounding

Digital/Video Ground (GROUND).
These pins provide additional grounding for c" tital or video based devices. Pins 1,5,9, 
12, 22, and 32.

Audio Ground (AGND)
These pins provide grounding in common with the separate onboard audio ground. Pins 
34, 36.

14.3.4 Additional Clock Signals

These are various clock Signals useful for synchronous timing of video peripherals.

CDAC Clock.
For NTSC, this is a 7.16 MHz clock that leads the 7.16 MHz System clock by about 70ns 
(90 degrees). Pin 15. For a PAL System, this is 7.09 MHz.

/C3 Clock
For NTSC, this is a 3.58 MHz clock that is synched to the rising edge of the 7.16 MHz 
System clock. Also known as /CCKQ in some places. For a PAL System, this is 3.55 
MHz. Pin 17.

Timer Time Base (TBASE)
This is the real time clock time-base input, either 50Hz or 60Hz, depending on the 
country involved and the setting of the Time Base Jumper. The jumper can select either 
line frequency or vertical synchronizadon as the clock’s time base. Pin 14.

14.3.5 Parallel Port Connections

Most of the Signals from the bidirectional parallel port (Centronics connector) are 
available on the second video slot. (Note that PBUSY is on pin 18 of the first video connector in 
the A4000 only.)

8 Bit Parallel Port (PDO-PD7)
The 8 bit bidirectional parallel port most commonly used to drive a Centronics interface 
printer extemally is accessable here. It can be used to control various aspects of a 
complex video interface device. The port lines PDO-PD7 are on pins 23 to 30.

Parallel Port Handshake (/ACK).
This is the acknowledge (/ACK) input, the same as the acknowledge input to the parallel 
port. Driving this with an output from a Video Card can cause a level 2 interrupt to occur 
through the 8520 CIA device this is connected to, based on the programming of an 8520 
register. On pin 20.
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Other Port Lines (BUS Y, POUT, SEL).
Connector pins 18 (BUSY) and 16 (POUT) are general purpose I/O Signals that together 
can also funcdon as a synchronous serial data port driven by an 8520 CIA device. In 
normal printer use, the BUSY Signal is used to indicate the printer paper is out. For serial 
port usage, BUSY is the serial clock, POUT is the serial data line. These should be 
driven with open collector devices if the Video Card uses them as inputs to the 8520.
The SEL Signal, on pin 21, is a general purpose I/O port usually used as a device select 
signal on the parallel port.
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14.4 V ideo S lot P inout

Video Connector 1 (closest to the rear of the machine)
Amiga 4000 Amiga 3000 and Amiga 2000 Early Amiga 2000 (obsolete)
1 R0 1 Reserved 1 Reserved
2 RI 2 Reserved 2 Reserved
3 Filternd Audio Left 3 Filtered Audio Left 3 Filtered Audio Left
4 Filtered Audio Right 4 Filtered Audio Right 4 Filtered Audio Left
5 C280 5 Reserved 5 Reserved
6 +5VDC 6 +5 VDC 6 +5 VDC
7 Analog Red 7 Analog Red 7 Analog Red
8 +5 VDC 8 +5 VDC 8 +5 VDC
9 Video Ground 9 Video Ground 9 Video Ground
10 +12 VDC 10 +12 VDC 10 +12 VDC
11 Analog Green 11 Analog Green 11 Analog Green
12 Video Ground 12 Video Ground 12 Video Ground
13 Video Ground 13 Video Ground 13 Video Ground
14 /CSYNC 14 /CSYNC 14 /CSYNC
15 Analog Blue 15 Analog Blue 15 Analog Blue
16 /XCLKEN 16 /XCLKEN 16 /XCLKEN
17 Video Ground 17 Video Ground 17 Video Ground
18 BURST 18 BURST 18 BURST
19 /C4 Qock 19 /C4 Qock 19 /C4 Qock
20 Video Ground 20 Video Ground 20 Video Ground
21 Video Ground 21 Video Ground 21 Video Ground
22 /HSYNC (47 ohm) 22 /HSYNC (47 ohm) 22 /HSYNC (47 ohm)
23 B4 = DI (47 ohm) 23 B0 = DI (47 ohm) 23 B0 = DI (47 ohm)
24 Video Ground 24 Video Ground 24 Video Ground
25 B7 = DB (47 ohm) 25 B3 = DB (47 ohm) 25 B3 = DB (47 ohm)
26 /VSYNC (47 ohm) 26 /VSYNC (47 ohm) 26 /VSYNC (47 ohm)
27 G7 = DG (47 ohm) 27 G3 = DG (47 ohm) 27 G3 = DG (47 ohm)
28 BLANK 28 COMP SYNC(Analog) 28 COMP SYNC (Analog)
29 R7 = DR (47 ohm) 29 R3 = DR (47 ohm) 29 R3 = DR (47 ohm)
30 /PIXELSW (47 ohm) 30 /PDCELSW (47 ohm) 30 /PDCELSW (47 ohm)
31 -5 VDC 31 -5 VDC 31 -5 VDC
32 Video Ground 32 Video Ground 32 Video Ground
33 XCLK 33 XCLK 33 XCLK
34 /CI Clock 34 /CI Qock 34 /CI Qock
35 +5 VDC 35 Reserved 35 Reserved
36 PSTROBE 36 PSTROBE 36 Reserved

f

Video Connector 2 (closest to the front of the machine)

1 Ground 1 Ground
2 R4 2 R0
3 R5 3 RI
4 R6 4 R2
5 Ground 5 Ground
6 G4 6 G0
7 G5 7 G l
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Video Connector 2 (closest to the front of the machine)

Aniiga 4000 Amiga 3000 and Amiga 2000
8 G6 8 G2
9 Ground 9 Ground
10 B5 10 Bl
11 B6 11 B2
12 Ground 12 Ground
13 SOG 13 Composite Video
14 TBASE 14 TBASE
15 CDAC Clock 15 CDAC Clock
16 POUT 16 POUT
17 /C3 Clock 17 /C3 Clock
18 BUSY 18 BUSY
19 /LPEN 19 /LPEN
20 /ACK 20 /ACK
21 SEL 21 SEL
22 Ground 22 Ground
23 PD0 23 PD0
24 PD1 24 PD1
25 PD2 25 PD2
26 PD3 26 PD3
27 PD4 27 PD4
28 PDS 28 PD5
29 PD6 29 PD6
30 PD7 30 PD7
31 /LED 31 /LED
32 Ground 32 Ground
33 Raw Audio Left 33 Raw Audio Left
34 Audio Ground 34 Audio Ground
35 Raw Audio Right 35 Raw Audio Right
36 Audio Ground 36 Audio Ground
37 Reserved
38 Reserved
39 Ground
40 Ground
41 Reserved
42 Reserved
43 Ground
44 Ground
45 R2
46 R3
47 Gl
48 G2
49 G3
50 G4
51 BO
52 Bl
53 B2
54 B3
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C hapter 15
GENLOCK INTERFACE GÜIDELINES

"One man s 4magic’ is another man’ s engineering.'4
-Robert Heinlein

This chapter describes the reset mechanism of the Video Beam Counters on the current 
version of the Agnus chip when an extemal device (i.e. genlock) applies sync pulses on the 
HSY* and VS Y* pins . The Commodore-recommended method of interfacing genlock devices to 
the Amiga for current and future compatiblity is described here.

15.1 Hardware Interpretation of HSY* and VSY* Reset Pulses

Agnus is configured to accept extemal syncs, by setting the ERSY bit in the BPLCONO 
register. After setdng the ERSY bit the horizontal and vertical counters will respond as 
described below.

Horizontal Counter, NTSC Mode. If the extemal HSY* reset is not applied at the end 
of a "short line", the next line will be a "long line", as normal. If no HSY* is applied at the end 
of a "long line", the horizontal counter will roll-over and is hcld reset at count 00. The counter 
will resume counting once the extemal HSY* pulse is applied.

If the extemal HSY* reset is applied at the end of a "short line", the following line is 
forced to be another "short line".

If the counter reaches the end of a "long line" when the extemal HSY* is asserted, the 
next line is a "short line" and will Start at count 01 (as opposed to count 00). Otherwise, if no 
reset occurs the counter will roll-over to count 00 and stop.
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Horizontal Counter, PAL Mode. In PAL mode the counter will operate with "short 
lines" at all times ("longlines" are disabled). If the extemal HSY* is not applied at the end of a 
line, the horizontal counter will roll-over to the beginning of the next line and is held at count 00, 
until the next HSY* pulse occurs.

If the extemal HSY* is applied when the counter reaches the end of a line, the next line 
will stait at count 01, skipping count 00.

Vertical Counter, Interiaced Mode. In interlaced NTSC mode, if an extemal VSY* 
pulse is applied, the vertical counter will be reset to count 000 (first line) and the long-field 
condition is set at the beginning of the next horizontal line (at horizontal count 02).

In interlaced PAL mode, if an extemal VSY* pulse is applied the long-field condition is 
also set. Note that for both NTSC and PAL Systems, if the extemal VSY* pulse is not asserted 
during the end of a shon (or long) field, the vertical counter will roll-over and stan a long (or 
shon) field sequence.

Vertical Counter, Non-Interlaced Mode. In non-interlace mode the vertical counter is 
set to operate with either long or shon fields, depending on the last value that the Software wrote 
to the FRAME bit. In this mode, whenever an extemal VSY* pulse is applied, the counter is 
reset to line count 000 (first line) at the beginning of the next horizontal line.

15.2 Pulse Duration

The width of the active-low vertical (VSY*) pulse should be less than orequal to one line 
duration (63.556 uS NTSC, 63.999 uS PAL) but greater than one-half line duradon (31.77 uS 
NTSC, 31.999 uS PAL) and should be asserted during the beginning of a horizontal line, at 
which time the vertical logic is triggered and the first line is started. The width of the active-low 
horizontal (HSY*) pulse should be greater than or equal to eight hi-res pixels (0.558 uS for 
NTSC or 0.563 uS for PAL) for proper Operation.

15.3 NTSC and PAL Genlock Interface Guidelines

In order to synchronize the Amiga to an extemal source, the genlock device must provide 
reset pulses to the Amiga’s sync lines which have the effects described in the section above. 
This section describes the proper method of applying these reset pulses.

For NTSC Amiga models, the genlock device must provide the Amiga with horizontal 
and vertical reset pulses with the following rates:

□  HSY* line: Active-low pulse of proper duration every two Uncs
(i.e. 127.11 uS or 7.8671 KHz).

□  VSY* line: Active-low pulse of proper duration every two fields
(i.e. 33.36 mS or 29.97 Hz).

Note that after the VSY* reset pulse the next field will be an even field (long field).
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For PAL Amiga models, the genlock device must provide the Amiga with horizontal and 
vertical reset pulses with the following rates. Both reset pulses must be generated regardless of 
whether or not source video is being input to the genlock device!

□  HS Y* line: Active-low pulse of proper duration every
line (i.e. 63.99 uS or 15.625 KHz).

□  VS Y* line: Active-low pulse of proper duration every
two fields (i.e. 39.99 mS or 25.0 Hz).

Note that after the VSY* reset pulse the next field will be an even field (long field).

In addidon to providing the Amiga with the proper horizontal and verdcal reset pulses, 
the genlock device must also provide the Amiga with a System clock that is synchronized with 
the extemal video. One method o f doing this would be to multiply the video source line duration 
up to the Amiga’ s System clock frequency, thus making a line-locked clock that will also be 
free-running at the correct frequency when no video is present. For correct Operation of the 
Amiga as a multitasking System, the proper System clock frequency appearing on the XCLK pin 
must be the following for NTSC and PAL Amiga Systems:

NTSC XCLK:28.63636 Mhz 
PAL XCLK: 28.375156 Mhz

Note that some PAL genlock designers provide the Amiga’s XCLK input with a 28.250 
Mhz clock frequency. This is not recommended for proper Amiga Operation!
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C hapter 16
VIDEO BOARD FORM FACTORS

'The occupation o f space is the real and final fact"
-W. H. Auden

The form factors for a video board for the A3000 and A4000 are shown on the next two 
pages. The profile for an A2000 video board is also shown in the form factor drawing for the 
A3000 for those hardware designers who want to create boards that are backward companble 
with the A2000.

Keep in mind that there are differences in the way a video board’s bracket attaches the 
board to the opening at the back of the Amiga. Because of these differences, brackets designed 
for the A2000 or A3000 may be too large to fit within the casework of the A4000. The A4000 
video slot uses a Standard bracket available ffom Globe Manufacturing (Bracket G44 Basic 
Blank, Globe Manufacturing, 1180 Globe Ave., Mountainsiude NJ 07092).
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Amiga 3000 Video Board Form Factor
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G lossary

"Thus the American, on his linguistic side, likes to make his

G .l Glossary

language as he goes along"
•H. LMencken

The reader may be unfamiliar with a number of terms used in this document. Every 
effort has been made to include all such terms here.

address A byte-numbered memory location. The Zorro II bus is based on a 24 bit 
address, the Zorro m  bus on a 32 bit address.

arbitration The unambiguous selection of one request out of a number of possible 
simultaneous requests for a resource. There are two kinds of arbitration in 
a Zorro m  System; bus arbitration and quick interrupt arbitration.

asserted The active state of a state, regardless of its logic sense.

atomic cycle A cycle or set of cycles that are uninterruptable, and thus treated as a unit; 
both Multiple Transfer and LOCKed cycles are considered atomic under 
the Zorro III bus.

AUTOCONFIG* From "automatic configuration”, the Zorro bus specification for how 
Software and hardware cooperate to permit PIC addresses to be set by 
Software and PIC type information to be determined by Software. This is 
explained in Chapter 8, and in the A500/A2000 Technical Reference 
Manual, available from Commodore-Amiga.
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backplane

burst

bus cycle

bus hogging

bus starvation

byte

clock

cycle strobe

data

DMA

The cage or motherboard subsection into which PICs are inserted. The 
Amiga 2000 and Amiga 3000 Computers have integral backplanes, the 
Amiga 500 and Amiga 1000 Computers require add-on backplane cages 
for Zorro LT compatibility.

A short name for Multiple Transfer Cycle mode. Essentially, within one 
full Zorro in cycle there can be any number of Multiple Transfer Cycles. 
Each full cycle has a complete 32 bit address supplied and a complete 32 
bit datum transferred. Each burst cycle supplies only the 8 bit page 
address, but transfers a complete 32 bit datum faster than the Standard 
full cycle would allow.

One complete bus transaction, indicated by the assertion of least one 
cycle strobe For any single bus cycle, there is one address, one data 
value, one data direction, and one cycle type in effect.

When a bus master takes over the bus for an undue amount of time. The 
Zorro n  bus leaves it completely up to the individual PIC to avoid bus 
hogging; the Zorro m  bus schedules PICs with the bus Controller to 
evenly distiibute the bus load.

When a master can’t get access to the bus, it is said to be starved. On 
the Zorro n  bus, two busy masters can completely starve a third master. 
Complete starvation is impossible on the Zorro HI bus, though a bus 
hogging Zorro n  card can cause similar Symptoms.

A collection of eight Signals into a logical group, and the smallest 
independendy addressable quantity on the Zorro bus.

A free running Signal driven at a fixed frequency to the bus, used mainly 
for clocking state machines on Zorro II caids.

A bus signal that defines the boundary of a bus cycle; the Zorro II and 
Zorro II modes on a Zorro m  bus each have their own cycle strobes. 
The current bus master always asserts the cycle strobes.

The contents of a memory location. The main purpose of a bus cycle is 
to transfer data between two locations. The Zorn  n  bus is based on a 16 
bit data path, the Zorro m  bus is based on a 32 bit data path.

Direct Memory Access; devices that have direct access to Zorro m  
slaves are said to have DMA capability. These devices are also called 
masters.
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DMA latency

device

g ran t

Guinness

hidden cycles 

high

in te rru p t 

local bus

longw ord

low

master

motherboard

negated

nybble

P arag rap h

PIC

This is the time between a bus request and a bus grant as seen by a PIC 
wishing to become bus master.

A PIC, e.g., a Zorro bus master or bus slave.

The result of an arbitrated set of requests is a single grant; there are 
grants given for both the bus and quick interrupts.

Attitüde adjustment tonic, from Ireland. Said by some to be vital for 
sanity, if not normal human life.

Cycles that occur on the local bus of a System, but can’t be seen by 
devices on the expansion bus.

A Signal driven to a logical +5V state is said to be high.

An asynchronous line driven by a PIC to nodfy the CPU of some event, 
usually some hardware event govemed by that PIC.
The main System bus of an Amiga Computer is called the local bus. In 
general, the main CPU, video Chips, Chip memory, and any other built-in 
resources are on the local bus. The bus Controller sits on both the local 
and expansion buses and manages die Communications between them.

Based on the Motorola conventions. a longword is equal to 4 bytes.

A Signal driven to a logical +0V state is said to be low.

The device currently generating addresses for the expansion bus. There 
is only one master on the bus at a time, this being insured by the bus 
arbitration logic. The master also drivcs data on writes, the read, cycle, 
and data strobes, and several other Signals.

The main System Circuit board for any Amiga Computer. Resources on 
the local bus of a machine are often called motherboard resources.

The inactive state of a signal, regardless of its logic sense.

A  collection o f four bits; one half of a byte. AUTOCONFIG® ROMs 
are physically nybble-wide.

A sequence of closely related sentences, generally expressing and 
supporting one succinct idea. This teim has no special computerese 
meaning in any rational, modern System.

Plug In Card. Any Amiga expansion card is called a PIC for short
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request Asking for thc usc of somc resource; thc Zorro ID bus has two kinds of 
requests, bus requests and quick interrupt requests.

slave The device currently responding to the address on the expansion bus. 
There is only one slave on the bus at a time; an error is signalled by the 
bus collision detect logic if multiple slaves respond to the same address. 
The slave also drives data on reads, the transfer acknowledge Strobe, and 
several other Signals.

slot A physical port on a Zorro backplane, which supplys independent 
/SLAVEn, /BRn, and /BGn lines, chained /CFGINn and /CFGOUTn 
lines, and is mechanically manifested as a 100 pin single-piece 
connector.

termination Circuitry attached to a bus signal in Order to minimize annoying analog 
things like ringing, reflections, crosstalk, and possibly random logic 
conditions which can arise when a bus is undriven.

timeout A bus cycle terminated by the bus Controller instead of by a responding 
slave device. If no slave responds to a bus cycle within a reasonable 
time period, the bus Controller will terminate the cycle to prevent lockup 
of the System.

tri-state A signal driven to a high impedence condition is said to be tri-stated.

word Based on the Motorola conventions, a word is equal to 2 bytes.

Zorro The name given to the Amiga bus specificadon. "Zorro F  refers to the 
original design for A1000 backplane boxes, "Zorro Q" refen to the 
modification to this specificadon used for the A2000 and compadble 
backplanes, and "Zorro IH" refers to the Zorro II compadble bus 
specificadon first used in the Amiga 3000 Computer and later in the 
A4000.
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